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Suddenly the scores disappear and are replaced by an unhappy  
shade of blue familiar to any Windows user. At the top of the 

screen you can easily see the words “Bacon . . . Owns . . . Ghetto.”
I ATTENDED THIS HACKER CONFERENCE AND ALL I GOT 

WAS ALL THE DATA ON YOUR HARD DRIVE, p. 70 
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THE NATIONAL SPACE SOCIETY HOLDS
its 24th annual International Space
Development Conference in Wash-
ington, D.C., this month, and this
year’s theme is “Your Ticket to Space.”
That seems appropriate. After all, in
the wake of Burt Rutan’s Ansari 
X Prize triumph and Robert Bigelow’s vow to open his orbital Ritz by 2010,
aren’t we all feeling at least a little bit giddy at the prospect that we might
really, possibly, maybe, somehow, eventually get up there?

Well, the NSS has been keeping that flame alive for quite some time. The
20,000-citizen space-advocacy group’s roots stretch back to the mid-1970s,
when Wernher von Braun founded the National Space Institute, and disciples
of Princeton physicist and space-colony visionary Gerard O’Neill launched the
L5 Society. (The two groups merged to become the NSS in 1987.) That era was
a manic-depressive time for spaceniks. The Apollo program had recently
been scuttled, three missions sacrificed on the altar of budget cuts. At the
same time, a certain technology-bred optimism was so strong that the early
members of the L5 Society believed that they’d soon be living in a huge 
spinning space station. The group’s newsletter quoted the late NASA associate
administrator John F. Yardley to the effect that inhabiting L5, a gravity-neutral
spot equidistant from the Earth and the moon, would be “a cinch” and could
be done by 1990 given “appropriate public support.”

And there, of course, is the rub. A toxic combination of public ambivalence,
political inertia, budgetary constraints, and tragedy have made the inter-
vening decades difficult ones for those who still dream of establishing a
permanent human presence in space.

But things are suddenly looking up. George Whitesides, the NSS’s exec-
utive director, says he’s more optimistic than he’s ever been. All because a
few dot-com billionaires opened their wallets and a bunch of smart people
stopped relying on NASA to get them where they want to go. “The private
side, commercial spaceflight,” Whitesides says, “is what is going to start
the reaction that builds the spacefaring civilization.”

At the NSS conference, I’ll be moderating a discussion among some 
of those private-side catalysts, including X Prize founder Peter Diamandis
and Virgin Galactic president Will Whitehorn (see isdc.nss.org/2005 for details).
It’s on May 21—come on by and see if they can get you feeling giddy too.

Meanwhile, NASA still fancies itself to be in the manned-spaceflight
business, and expects to prove it this month by sending a refurbished space
shuttle back to the International Space Station. For a detailed look at what
the agency has and has not been doing in the two-plus years since the 
Columbia disaster, check out “NASA’s Fixer-Upper Flies Again” on page 62.

MARK JANNOT 
mark.jannot@time4.com
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Most of us avoid thinking about impending natural disasters—until a huge one hits, and then
it’s the only thing we think about. We asked writer MICHAEL BEHAR [left] and illustrator
GARRY MARSHALL to research Mother Nature’s arsenal and to describe the ways in which we
puny humans are fighting back against the threat of tsunamis, hurricanes, volcanic eruptions
and other catastrophes [“When Earth Attacks,” page 46]. What emerged as Behar’s personal 
nightmare? Being in New Orleans during a category-5 hurricane. “Thirty feet of water, and
city officials would have to evacuate 300,000 people! There’s just no way,” says the Virginia-
based writer. (Cheery thought.) On the other side of the Atlantic, Marshall is more sanguine
about his chances: “We aren’t in danger of most of those things here in Scotland. Earthquakes
worry me the most. I’ve been to San Francisco once, and spent the whole two weeks worrying
about ‘the big one.’ I wouldn’t even ride the subway.”

Photographer HENRY PEREZ—who admits that he isn’t a computer
nerd—was worried that he’d have to talk shop while shooting the Bacon
team, a group of computer-security guys who competed in the hacker
game “Capture the Flag” at Def Con. His anxieties were unfounded. 
“It turns out that some of them are photography buffs,” says Perez, 
whose work has also appeared in Details, “and I had the biggest 
camera in the place. We spent our time comparing notes.”

Hunching over a keyboard all night might not sound like a lot of fun,
but it isn’t anything new to writer ROBIN MEJIA. “My friends in 

college lived in a house where computer obsession was common,”
explains Mejia, who observed a marathon 30-hour computer-

hacking competition in a slightly dodgy Vegas hotel for her story on
Def Con [page 70]. How did she and the competitors stay awake? “I
like coffee,” she says, “but most of those guys were swilling Red Bull.”

POPSCI contributing editor PRESTON LERNER traveled to Houston to
peek into NASA’s efforts to refurbish the space shuttle, which is slated
to launch this month [page 62]. Critics deride NASA’s safety record,

arguing that the private sector can do better. Lerner adamantly 
disagrees: “I just can’t understand how people who applauded Mike

Melvill’s frankly death-defying flight [in SpaceShipOne] can 
hold NASA’s feet to the fire on the subject of safety.”

“I’m influenced by surrealism,” says Maryland-based illustrator
RANDY LYHUS. “I like creating a fantastic world using 3-D computer
modeling and photography.” In this fanciful world, sleek AM/FM
radios come equipped with bright pink “RECORD” buttons, like the one
in the illustration Lyhus created for our Soapbox column “Plugged 
In” [page 40], about the latest attempts by the Recording Industry 
Association of America to restrict our ability to record radio broadcasts.

http://www.projectsupport.com




While reading your March issue on the
subway this morning, an incorrect
statement caught my eye. In “Techno-
polis Found,” writer Rena Marie Pacella
suggests that Alexander Graham Bell
invented the telephone in Boston.

Having grown up in Ontario,
Canada, I have been educated with the
fact that Bell invented the telephone
while in Brantford, Ontario. I’ve been 
to the Bell Homestead in Brantford,
reinforcing the fact that Bell did invent
the telephone there. As I recall, Bell
himself stated in court that the tele-
phone device was invented in Canada.
Darren Sandford
Toronto

Rena Marie Pacella responds: You are
correct that Bell conceived of the idea
of the telephone and drew his first
sketch at his summer home in Brant-
ford, but he conducted his experiments
and created the device at a shop in
Boston. The famous first telephone
transmission—“Mr. Watson, come here!
I want to see you!”—was spoken over
the first telephone wires in the Boston
shop. Some may argue over what consti-
tutes “invention,” but, at least according
to AT&T and the Library of Congress,

8 POPULAR SCIENCE MAY 2005

it wasn’t until Bell proved the idea with
an actual device that the telephone was
really invented. 

Filter My Spam, Please!
I enjoyed the article “Kill Spam Locally”
[Plugged In, Soapbox, March], but I
think columnist Cory Doctorow is too
negative about ISP [Internet service
provider] spam filtering. His conclu-
sions are the total opposite of mine:
I believe ISP filtering is a necessity for
a new or nontechnical user.  

I am currently using Comcast as 
my ISP. I receive 75 to 150 spams a
day; typically three to five of them get
through the ISP filtering, and all but
one will be caught by the Outlook 
filtering I use. I used to do a quick 
review of what had been filtered every
week to 10 days by logging onto the
Comcast Web site to access my mail 
accounts. During the past year, I’ve
found only one message that was 
filtered by my ISP in error. I now real-
ize that I might as well set the ISP 
filtering options so that what has been
caught is deleted rather than retained
for me to review. 
Ian Webb
San Jose, Calif. 

The Stem-Cell Debate Continues
I just read one of your letters to the 
editor regarding embryonic stem cells
[“Debating Stem Cells,” Letters, Febru-
ary]. The writer, Mr. Lupo, states that he
is “appalled by the lack of any real ethi-
cal debate on the issue.” I offer for his
consideration that many of us, through
our own system of ethical and religious 
values, have pondered and resolved the
issue of embryonic-stem-cell research.  

Squeezing Minnesota
Your article “Technopolis Found” [March] was 
an interesting effort, and, being a resident of the
winning city, Minneapolis, I found the result to 
be both surprising and encouraging. I must com-
ment, however, on the map graphic on the title
page. The outline portrayed as Minnesota looks
more like a side view of one of Minneapolis’s 
famous potholes. There’s an obvious abbreviated
style to the map, but as I look at it, there isn’t any
way I can view your depiction of the state as any-
thing close to the standard map view. 

Please see the diagram I’ve 
included [right], in case you’ve
lost your atlas. 

Denny Kelly
Minneapolis
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_FROM THE BLOGS
Last month, more than 650 Web logs
linked to popsci.com. A sample:

“The Five-Billion-Star Hotel”_
A proposed space hotel [March] is billed
as having “five billion stars.” It won’t 
be cheap. But a continental breakfast
should be included. 
posted by John Daley, The Daley News
daleyblog.com/weblog

Soapbox_
Here’s a fun POPULAR SCIENCE piece, by
Cory Doctorow [“Take Back Your Cell,”
Plugged In, Feb.], outlining how smart-
phones free us from our carriers’ shack-
les. I’ve been writing about smartphones
for a long time now. I’ve used them. I’ve
dissected them. I’ve even helped others
find the kind of empowering software
Doctorow discusses. Yet I still had a grin
reading his dead-on analysis of the 
status quo and how smartphones, in the
hands of smart consumers, are shaking
things up. Vive la révolution! 
posted by Bill Day, billday.com

Learn more about purchasing
smartphones in “The POPSCI Buyer’s
Guide: Smartphones,” page 77.

Hopefully, Mr. Lupo realizes that 
people of goodwill might not share his
beliefs, and recognizes that these issues
are personal and are best addressed
through individual credos and not
forced on others. I urge him to conduct
his life according to his beliefs and to
stay out of mine. I, probably unlike Mr.
Lupo, am a recipient of an adult-stem-
cell transplant. Without question, it
saved my life. The procedure also left
me on a diet of immunosuppressants
and steroids, which prevent my donor
cells from attacking my organs and
killing me. They have a serious impact
on my ability to breathe, and cause joint
pain, skin discoloration, edema, drying
of tear ducts, and sores in the mouth.

“Respecting life at all stages” is a plati-
tude. Is a group of undifferentiated cells
of greater value than an adult afflicted
with a disease caused by a DNA variant? 

If Mr. Lupo is interested in balance,
then he should leave the pew and step
into my shoes.
Al Vollen
Burlingame, Calif.
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POPULARscıenceWHAT’SNEW
Sensory Overlord
Interactive 3-D touch technology aims to change
the way you work and play on your PC

THERE’S A REASON YOU’RE SUCH 
a klutz when lopping off the head

of a virtual ogre: You can’t feel what
you’re doing. But game players will
soon be able to get their hands on
virtual-touch technology initially
developed by Sandia National
Laboratories and once
reserved for such costly
equipment as surgical sim-
ulators used to train med-
ical residents. Novint
Technologies’s desktop
Falcon controller
(novint.com), which 
will cost about $100, 
is the first interactive 
3-D touch device for
the home PC. It’s far
more sophisticated than
the joy-buzzer “force-
feedback” effect in today’s
console controllers. The user
maneuvers along three axes
using a stylus mounted to three
articulating arms. Software
tracks the tip of the stylus,
calculates its force and direc-
tion 1,000 times per second,
and actuates a motor at each
arm with varying amounts of
current. The resulting resistance
lets you feel the change in heft
as you raise and lower your
sword, for instance. Novint
plans to introduce this com-
puter peripheral early next
year, with a console version to
follow. But CEO Tom Anderson
isn’t targeting merely gamers.
“We called this the Falcon,” he
says, “because the falcon is a
predator to the mouse.”

—STEVE MORGENSTERN

»
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POSITIVE FEEDBACK Each 
of the three arms is driven
by a motor housed in the
body; they work together to
create realistic feedback. 

CHOOSE YOUR WEAPON
The stylus is just one 
way to play—a pistol 
grip or a ball would 
work just as well.

BIRD OF PREY 
The Novint Falcon is

the first 3-D touch
game controller.

LARGE AND IN CHARGE
The nine-inch-diameter
metal base is hefty—to
keep the Falcon firmly
rooted on your desk.

http://novint.com
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Did You Hear Something?
It’s the sound of virtual surround, and it’s everywhere

(((

(((

(((

DROWNING IN SOUND usually means physically enveloping yourself with speakers. But
developments in virtual-sound technology let you lose yourself in the music without tripping

over the extra speakers inherent to surround sound. These new systems use algorithms called head-
related transfer functions (HRTF) to filter frequencies—adjusting volume and creating time delays to
mimic the way live sound reaches the human ear. The three devices here all use HRTF to create
realistic surround-sound effects.—JAMES K. WILLCOX
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WHAT’SNEW|HOME ENTERTAINMENT

»

NIRO 400
SOUND SYSTEM
Niro combines 
an angled array of 
five drivers with
HRTF to produce a
surround effect from
a single speaker
enclosure (plus 
subwoofer) small
enough to pop on
top of a TV. A third
component con-
tains the controls,
Dolby/DTS process-
ing circuitry, a 24-
watt by five-channel
amp for the speakers
and a 40-watt amp
for the subwoofer.
$540 » niro1.com

XITEL SOUNDAROUND PROCESSOR
Route music through Soundaround to turn any stereo TV or pair of speakers
into a virtual surround-sound system. Using processing technology licensed
from SRS, it generates the surround effect, improves bass response, and simu-
lates center-channel performance for more audible dialogue. $100 » xitel.com

NEC N901IC 
CELLPHONE
Stereo micro-speakers and
a digital signal processor
deliver 3-D sound—mean-
ing you can detect sounds
above and below as well
as around you. Trivial? As
more cellphones get the
ability to stream video,
you’ll want big sound to
go with the small screen.
The technology sounds
even better with a stereo
cellphone headset. Japan
only » nttdocomo.co.jp

http://www.niro1.com
http://www.xitel.com
http://www.nttdocomo.co.jp
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EVEN WITH FIVE, SIX, SEVEN MILLION pixels of reso-
lution, palm-of-your-hand digital cameras produce

disappointingly blurry results in low light. It’s nigh impossi-
ble to hold the camera steady during those long exposures.
Boosting the sensitivity of the image sensor (ISO) so it can
gather more light hasn’t worked, because that entails run-
ning more electricity through the sensor, which registers the
current as light. This creates a pockmarked trail of incorrectly
“exposed” pixels and gives you a dark and “noisy,” or
grainy, image. Powerful new processors, though, can detect
and fill in those noisy pixels with correct tones from neigh-
boring pixels, allowing manufacturers to extend the ISO
range from 50 (for daylight) to as high as 1600 (for dive
bars). Now, sensors can soak up the details, and the proces-
sor is fast enough to remove the noise, rendering a sharp
image with the ambience you had in mind. Casio and
Fujifilm are the first to use this approach.—JACKSON LYNCH

Take on theNight
Digital cameras find clever ways to see in the dark

T

WHAT’SNEW|PHOTOGRAPHY

»

FUJIFILM 
FINEPIX F10
The F10’s “natural light”
mode suppresses the
flash, increases the imag-
ing chip’s sensitivity to 
as much as ISO 1600,
and quickens the shutter
speed to make sharp 
pictures in low light at
six-plus megapixels.

1 2

RESOLUTION 6.3 MP
ZOOM 3x optical,
(36–108mm equivalent)
SIZE 3.6 x 2.29 
x 1.08 inches
WEIGHT 5.5 ounces
PRICE $500
FEATURES 2.5-inch
LCD, 500 shots 
per charge, 1.3- 
second start-up 

RESOLUTION 7.2 MP
ZOOM 3x optical,
(38–114mm equivalent) 
SIZE 3.5 x 2.3 x 
0.88 inches
WEIGHT 4.48 ounces
PRICE $450
FEATURES 2.5-inch
LCD, 325 shots per
charge, VGA 30fps
MPEG-4 movies

CASIO EX-Z750
Casio’s “anti-shake”
mode—one of 30 
you can choose from—
ratchets down the
image resolution from
seven to two megapix-
els in order to counter-
act the effects of hand
and subject movement
and reduce noise.

THE DIFFERENCE AN ALGORITHM MAKES
Cellphone cameras are even worse in low light because there’s no
room for the extra lens elements that help collect and focus light on the
sensor. So the software company DxO wrote an algorithm for chip
makers that brightens and sharpens images. See for yourself: At far
left is a cellphone snap taken without DxO’s noise-reducing technol-
ogy; at left is the same scene shot with it. DxO is working with Texas
Instruments to make chips that could show up in cameras next year.
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All-Star Balls
Engineers create a whole new 
league of sports equipment

WHEN IT COMES TO ATHLETIC BALLS, shapes don’t
change much—round’s real popular. Still, fresh

approaches to aerodynamics, construction and materials are
maximizing performance. If these balls don’t improve your 
game, you may as well hit the showers.—EVAN ROTHMAN
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WHAT’SNEW|RECREATION

»

DUDLEY THUNDER
ADVANCE SOFTBALL

The trampoline effect of
multiple-walled aluminum bats

has turned the game of softball into little more
than a home-run derby. This ball’s unique
layer of urethane foam between the urethane
core and faux leather cover, however, absorbs
bat-to-ball vibration. It deadens the ball
enough that slower swingers can’t clear the
fences so easily, but not so much that it ham-
pers power hitters. $7 » dudleysports.com

SPALDING J5V
ADVANCE
FOOTBALL
Unlike typical peb-
bled plastic laces,
rubberized lacing
maintains tackiness
even in cold, wet
conditions. This
means less slip,
improved grip, and
fewer wounded-duck
passes. $70 
» spalding.com

ADIDAS PELIAS 2 SOCCER BALL
Adidas used thermal bonding instead of stitches, to keep
the seams from abrading or taking in water, which can
make a ball go out of round. The ball is placed in a per-
fectly round bowl, where it’s heated for three minutes. The
chemical reaction that occurs between the laminated cot-
ton inner carcass, leather outer panels, and polyurethane
coating permanently seals the ball. $130 » adidas.com

CALLAWAY HX 
TOUR GOLF BALL

Each of the hexagonal
dimples blanketing 

the HX Tour are com-
posed of 38 panels (up

from 13); 18 make up
the sides, and 20 form

the crater. With more
pieces to work with,

Callaway gained more
control over engineering

the aerodynamics of 
the ball and thus reduced 

the drag. $50/dozen 
» callawaygolf.com

http://spalding.com
http://adidas.com
http://callawaygolf.com
http://dudleysports.com
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Raising the Roof—Fast
An Italian supercar that goes from coupe 
to convertible in less than 10 seconds

FERRARI CALLS ITS limited-edition Superamerica a “berlinetta
convertible,” which means “coupe convertible”—a contradiction in

terms. Or is it? The car features a first-of-its-kind glass roof that flips 180
degrees to snuggle on top of the rear hatch, transforming it from hardtop
to no-top in less than 10 seconds. The top is electrochromic, allowing 
you to vary the transparency—from completely clear to nearly opaque—
at the touch of a button. When you make your choice, the system sends
an electric jolt to liquid crystals within the roof. The crystals respond by
switching positions like Venetian blinds: from sideways, where they allow
light to pass through, to a shoulder-to-shoulder orientation that blocks 
99 percent of solar rays. And, being a Ferrari, its roof isn’t the only thing
that’s fast; just check out the stats.—JOE BROWN
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WHAT’SNEW|AUTOMOTIVE TECH

»

PRICE
NUMBER PRODUCED
NUMBER AVAILABLE
HORSEPOWER
TORQUE
0-60
TOP SPEED
ENGINE

2005 FERRARI SUPERAMERICA
$305,000

349

0 (SOLD OUT)

540 @ 7,250 RPM

434 LB.-FT. @ 5,250 RPM

4.1 SEC.

199 MPH

5.75-LITER 12-CYLINDER





PIPE
LINE
» Toshiba packed 20 hours’
worth of energy (at 100 milli-
watts) into a thumb-size fuel cell
that weighs just 0.3 ounce. The
methanol-powered cells should
be installed in tiny devices such
as cellphones and MP3 players
next year. Japan only.

The Power Pack uses oxygen
and sodium borohydride to
create electricity. Once acti-
vated, it draws in air at the
cathode to create hydroxide
ions [A]. These ions travel
through an electrolyte to the
anode. There they react with
sodium borohydride to 
make electrons [B] that flow
through a circuit, creating 
a current [C]. When the elec-
trons hit the cathode, they
mix with oxygen to create
more hydroxide ions. 

» Maple trees might soon join
the war on terror, if fuel-cell
researchers at St. Louis University
have their way. They’re testing
biofuel cells that, when bored
into tree trunks, can use sucrose-
filled sap to power chemical and
biohazard sensors. The tech-
nology could be implemented in
open public spaces that lack easy
access to power—such as large
parks—in five to 10 years.

» Within three years, the
world’s first fuel-cell-powered
commuter ferry should run
between San Francisco and
Treasure Island, California.
Designs for the 149-passenger
catamaran are finished, and
the San Francisco Water Transit
Authority has won a $2.5-
million federal grant for the
project. Dock location pending.

» The U.S. Department of
Energy’s Pacific Northwest
National Laboratory is develop-
ing suitcase-size diesel-powered
fuel cells to power the sleeper
cabins of 18-wheel tractor-
trailers so that drivers can rest
without running their engines
—or violating anti-idling laws 
that affect some 500,000 long-
haul vehicles. Within five years,
truckers should be able to enjoy
side-of-the-road air-conditioning,
refrigeration and television
without emitting eight hours 
of overnight pollutants.

—AMANDA MACMILLAN

Concepts, ideas and
emerging technology
in the world of fuel cells

One Charger to Rule Them All 
A nonvolatile fuel cell promises to soothe your battery woes

IF YOU TRAVEL FREQUENTLY, you’re probably lugging around a clunky array of backup 
batteries for all your wireless gizmos. Soon you’ll be able to lighten your load with Medis

Technologies’s new nine-ounce disposable Power Pack. When your iPod dies mid-flight, you can plug
it in for a full on-the-spot recharge. The 1.3-watt device will do this five times. It will also deliver five 
full charges for your digital camera or 20 hours of talk time for your cellphone before it’s spent. 
All told, Medis says, it’ll last 15 times as long as other portable rechargers on the market.

The key is a streamlined fuel cell that converts chemical energy into electricity [see illustration].
Although fuel cells pack more power than batteries, most run on methanol—a highly volatile liquid.
More to the point, you can’t carry methanol on an airplane. The Power Pack uses a mixture of 
glycerol and sodium borohydride as fuel; it is non-explosive and doesn’t require a complicated
membrane to force a reaction. Such simplicity makes it inexpensive to manufacture.

Medis (medistechnologies.com) hopes to have the Power Pack on shelves by early next year (it 
will cost about $20), with a refuelable version available by 2007—just enough time for you to master
all those battery-sucking features on your new smartphone.—NICOLE DYER
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FUEL-CELL ANATOMY

Sodium borohydride

Anode
Fuel chamber

Cathode

Electrolyte

A B

C

Oxygen

Electrons

http://medistechnologies.com
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Three for Three
Sony NW-E505
» Pressed for time and strapped for tunes? Sony’s 
newest Flash music player runs for three hours on a three-
minute charge. A full charge gets you 50 hours. FM
tuner and lap timer. 512 megs. $150 » sonystyle.com

THEGOODS [
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WHAT’SNEW

20 HOT PRODUCTS THAT
(ALMOST) SPEAK FOR 
THEMSELVES BY JOE BROWN

T

Crash Course
Scalextric Sport Digital » Instead of mod-
ulating the electricity in an entire lane,
your controller commands your model
slot car. You can run up to six cars 
at once. $250 » scalextric-usa.com

Workhorse
Bosch Gravity-Rise Portable Table Saw Stand
» Because “portable” table saws are very heavy, 
this stand folds into a hand truck with the saw still
attached. It can be adapted to any brand’s saw.
$150 (saw not included) » boschtools.com

Cordless Chorus
Traveler Guitar FlipTone v.25
» A 1/8-inch-thin aluminum-honeycomb
speaker panel allows this 25-watt 
guitar amp to fold up like a 
laptop. Its rechargeable gel cell 
battery lasts five to six hours. 
$700 » travelerguitar.com

It’s All in 
Your Head
Hasbro Tooth Tunes
» The internal 
memory in the han-
dle stores a two-
minute song and
transmits it, through
bone conduction,
into your inner ear. 
Price not set 
» hasbro.com

Watches
Are Forever
Rado V10K
» By covering its
case with dia-
mond dust and
cooking it in a
high-pressure,
2,500°C oven
full of methane
and hydrogen,
Rado’s engineers
created the
world’s hardest
watch. $4,900 
» rado.com

Can’t Fake the Fever
Braun ThermoScan
» A chilly thermometer probe
can actually lower the temper-
ature in your inner ear, skew-
ing the results. This one heats
its probe for an accurate
reading. $40 » braun.com

Play Anything
Alpine DVA-9965 » The first high-def car stereo to
play DVDs (stuff ’em with MP3s), this tuner will
also do digital AM and FM, XM or Sirius satellite
radio, or play an iPod. $1,700 » alpine-usa.com

The Best Cut
Heckler & Koch
Axis 34
» Reinforcing the
blade’s pivot 
and beefing up
the handle’s
frame 25 per-
cent created the
strongest lock-
ing knife. It can 
withstand more
than 1,000 inch-
pounds of torque
—enough to 
support a 250-
pound man.
$220 » hk-usa.com

http://sonystyle.com
http://boschtools.com
http://hasbro.com
http://www.rado.com
http://hk-usa.com
http://braun.com
http://alpine-usa.com
http://scalextric-usa.com
http://travelerguitar.com


http://www.columbia.com


Wi-Hi-Fi
DesignTech FM 
Voyager » FM 
transmitters tend to
trim treble and bass
when broadcasting
from portable to 
car stereo; this one 
boosts it first. $50
» designtech-intl.com

Wash Watcher
LG Remote Monitoring
Laundry System » The
washer and dryer talk to

this remote through
your home’s
electrical system, so you know

what cycle they’re on. $100
» lgusa.com

Weighty Options
Heavy Putter » A heavier
putter can stabilize your
stroke, but simply weighting
the club head undercuts con-
trol. This one has a 250-gram
weight in the handle to
balance the club. $260
» heavyputter.com
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Flight of Fancy
Saitek X52 » The first flight-
simulator joystick with an LCD (to
view the button configuration) is
also the first that interprets the
stick’s motion magnetically—no
contact surfaces to wear out.
$180 » saitekusa.com

Artistic Control
Logitech Harmony 
880 Advanced 
Universal Remote
» The 1.9-inch, 65,000-
color LCD lets you run a
screensaver of your pics
(when you’re not com-
manding your entertain-
ment universe). $250
» logitech.com

Speak Freely
Nokia Wireless Plug-in
Car Handsfree » This
noise-canceling Blue-
tooth unit uses an array
of four microphones to
separate voice from
background noise. Price
not set » nokia.com

Drugstore Paparazzi
Kodak Zoom One-Time-Use Camera
» The first 35mm flash disposable
with a zoom has a magnifying lens
that slides over the primary lens to
pull your subject 35 percent closer.
27 exposures. $12 » kodak.com

Update the Outdated
ABE BT 80C » Pair it with a
Bluetooth music player, put it
in your tape deck, and play
digital tunes through your
antiquated car stereo. Avail-
able later this year. Price not
yet set » abe-hk.com

Cheap Thrills
Digital Blue Helmet Cam 
» Here’s a water-resistant 
VGA video camera (15 
frames per second) with a 
laser pointer to show where
you’re aiming. SD memory. 
$80 » playdigitalblue.com

For Your Gold Records
Continuum Caliburn » A turntable that vibrates
muddies music. This one’s nearly wobble-free,
thanks to a magnesium chassis and a motor bal-
anced to half a thousandth of an ounce per inch.
$55,400 » continuumaudiolabs.com

Wrinkle Warrior
LauraStar Steam Up i-G5 » This motion-
sensing iron applies steam when you push
forward, to form a crease, and cuts it when
you pull back, to set the crease with dry heat.
$766 » laurastar.com

http://saitekusa.com
http://logitech.com
http://nokia.com
http://continuumaudiolabs.com
http://heavyputter.com
http://kodak.com
http://playdigitalblue.com
http://lgusa.com
http://designtech-intl.com
http://www.abe-hk.com
http://laurastar.com
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Can a Virus Kill Cancer?
Genetic engineers are turning nasty, infectious microbes 
into smart treatments for a deadly disease

TICKER /// 02.08.05 CARD-CARRYING CLONER THE U.K. GRANTS IAN WILMUT, CREATOR OF DOLLY THE SHEEP, A LICENSE TO CLONE HUMAN EMBRYOS FOR MEDICAL RESEARCH ///

INSIDE THE AIRBORNE CAR-STOPPER 30 • A DISEASE-SNIFFING BREATHALYZER 32 • SPRAY-ON HOMES 33 • ROBO-TROOPS IN IRAQ 34

POPULARscıence

MAY 2005HEADLINES
DISCOVERIES, ADVANCES & DEBATES IN SCIENCE AND THE WORLD

IN FEBRUARY, RESEARCHERS AT UCLA ANNOUNCED A CLASH OF THE TITANS,
biochemically speaking: They turned one of the great scourges of
humankind—HIV—into a hunter of another: cancer. In tests on mice

afflicted with metastatic melanoma, a modified strain of HIV invaded cancer
cells without infecting the rodents with AIDS. Around the same time,
researchers at the Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minnesota, announced similar
results after engineering the measles virus to seek and destroy cancerous
tumors while leaving healthy tissue unscathed.

The close timing of these breakthroughs speaks to the flurry of activity in the
field of virotherapy, which exploits the tendency of viruses to attack cancer cells
in a pitched battle that cancer often loses. With preliminary studies showing
many of these viruses to be safe for humans, several universities and biotech
firms are now conducting clinical trials of virotherapy.

As radical as it sounds, the idea of turning viruses loose on cancer actually pre-

dates the genetic technology that now fuels it.
During the 1950s, scientists proved that ade-
novirus, a version of the common cold bug,
was mildly effective against cervical cancer.
But research was abandoned as chemothera-
py gained prominence, and virotherapy was
resurrected only after a study published in
the journal Science in 1991 showed that a
virus could be genetically modified to invade
a tumor without inflicting disease. 

TAKE WHAT?! A respiratory virus turned
pharmaceutical replicates inside a

cancer cell until its progeny burst free.
Healthy cells easily ward off the attack.

[BIOTECHNOLOGY]

Ruptured 
cancer cell

Healthy cell

Virus

▲



DRAMATIC HIGH-SPEED CAR CHASES MAKE FOR GOOD TELEVISION,
but in reality they’re awfully impractical. Later this summer the Los Angeles
County Sheriff’s Department will test a safer, though equally electrifying, way to
stop fugitive cars—with the blast of a microwave beam.

The technology exploits a hidden weakness in most modern cars: microchips.
Microwave energy causes a voltage spike in sensitive silicon circuitry, potentially
crippling chips wired into everything from hydraulic steering columns to fuel-
injection systems. After a few seconds bathed in the beam, an engine would
simply stall and the car coast to a stop, says CEO James Tatoian of Eureka Aero-
space, the Pasadena, California–based firm developing the prototype with fund-
ing from the U.S. government.

That built-in protection makes microwaves potentially safer than makeshift
roadblocks, tire-popping spike strips and the other crude tools that authorities
employ to catch bad boys on the run, says Commander Charles “Sid” Heal of
the L.A. County Sheriff’s Department. “We are not going to chase these guys all
over the streets, endangering lives, if we can help it,” he says.—MICHAEL STROH

Cooking the 
Getaway Car
A two-second blast of microwave energy 
could stop a car in its tracks—and bring an end to
Rosco P. Coltrane–style hot pursuits

30 POPULAR SCIENCE MAY 2005

The trick is to put the right virus in the
right place—in other words, to deliver it to
the malignancy, where it must penetrate
the cancer cells, replicate, kill the cells, and
invade adjacent cancer cells in mounting
numbers—all without triggering the
body’s immune response. Direct injection
is the typical shortcut, but some regions of
the body, including the brain, are hard to
reach this way. Using intravenous admin-
istration is the ultimate goal, because it’s
noninvasive and catches metastasized
cancer, but this method is more likely to
trigger the body’s defenses and repel the
therapy before it arrives at its destination. 

“The immune system is the elephant in
the room for the entire virotherapy field,”
says Stephen Russell, director of the Mayo

Clinic’s molecular-medicine program. The
engineered measles virus employed in the
clinic’s recent study was, in fact, adminis-
tered successfully to mice via the blood-
stream—one of the first such instances.
To outwit the body’s defenses, Russell
devised a “targeted” measles virus, modi-
fying its genome to express an antibody
that shepherds it directly to the tumor.

Likewise, the HIV strain in the UCLA
melanoma study was targeted, and
researchers have since tailored it to seek
and destroy prostate and melanoma can-
cers. “Basically, we put different hooks on
the virus so it can hold on to different mol-
ecules,” says Irvin S.Y. Chen, director of
the UCLA AIDS Institute.

While all this new work is promising,
virotherapy could be years away from the
medicine cabinet. Chen, for instance,
won’t begin human trials for at least
another three years, and even therapies
already in testing face several more years
of experimentation and FDA scrutiny.
But experts agree that the field is at a tip-
ping point. The next few years of research
should tell us whether or not the villain-
ous virus is truly worth rehabilitating.

—JOSHUA TOMKINS

02.12.05 BRAWNY BOOSTER EUROPE’S MOST POWERFUL ROCKET, THE 16-STORY ARIANE 5-ECA, DELIVERS AN EIGHT-TON PAYLOAD INTO ORBIT, TWO YEARS AFTER THE MAIDEN ROCKET

HEADLINES

Viruses attack
cancer cells in a     

pitched battle that
cancer often loses.

[BIOTECHNOLOGY] CONTINUED
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TICKER /// 1.10.03 VIRAL ANNIVERSARY THE COMPUTER VIRUS CELEBRATES ITS 20-YEAR ANNIVERSARY; FORMER UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA GRAD STUDENT FRED
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EXPLODED /// 02.28.05 BIOTERROR BACKLASH  758 U.S. SCIENTISTS SIGN A PETITION PROTESTING THE 15-FOLD INCREASE IN GRANTS FOR BIOTERROR RESEARCH ///

4 MELTING THE
MICROPROCESSOR
A car must be within
about 100 meters to
be stopped. If cops
miss, the device could
take out a bystander’s
cellphone or fry the
wrong car, but that’s
all. The beam is strong
enough to cook a com-
puter chip, but “it’s not
enough energy to harm biological tissue,” notes Edl
Schamiloglu, an electrical engineer at the University of
New Mexico. “Or even to cook a hot dog.”

2 THE ANTENNA A small generator discharges steady
pulses of direct current to an oscillator, which converts the
energy into microwaves. A horn antenna mounted on the
underbelly of a helicopter or the roof of a patrol car directs a
microwave beam toward the target. Several types of antennas
could work, but James Tatoian favors the horn antenna because
its beam makes it easier to strike fast-moving targets.

1CONTROL SYSTEM The 200-
pound car-stopper consists of a compact
microwave generator [not shown],
antenna and laptop. Police use a joystick
to target their quarry on the computer
screen and trigger the beam. Depending
on the type of car being pursued, opera-
tors can fine-tune beam frequency to
boost its chances of success.

3 MICROWAVE BLAST
The microwaves range from 22 to 
85 centimeters in length—a bit
longer than those used in microwave
ovens—because a 2002 field test
showed that these frequencies had
the best chances of stopping
California’s most-driven cars.

•

Microchip

•
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03.03.05 AVIATION FIRST PILOT STEVE FOSSETT AND VIRGIN ATLANTIC’S GLOBALFLYER SET THE RECORD FOR THE FIRST NONSTOP SOLO FLIGHT AROUND THE WORLD ///

[MEDICAL GADGET]

LUNG CANCER CLAIMS AN 
estimated 165,000 lives a 

year, more than any other type of 
cancer. It’s deadly in large part
because there’s been no effective way
to spot it before it spreads. But a new 
test could make catching the disease
early as simple as exhaling.

The test is a tabletop device called
the Lungscan. It’s similar to an alcohol
breathalyzer, though “a billion times
as sensitive,” claims inventor Michael
Phillips, a physician at New York 
Medical College. Within minutes, the
device can capture more than 30
types of signature chemicals produced
by cancerous cells and excreted in the
breath. Phillips will present his data 
at the annual meeting of the Ameri-
can Society of Clinical Oncology in
Orlando, Florida, this month.

The procedure itself is simple and
noninvasive. A patient breathes into 
a  tube for about two minutes while a
powerful pump draws the breath into 
a steel cylinder packed with carbon.
The carbon traps volatile organic com-
pounds, and then the sample is sent to
a laboratory for chemical analysis.
Lungscan’s accuracy is impressive,
according to a recent study funded 
by the National Institutes of Health,
which showed that the device flagged
85 percent of lung cancers at their 
earliest stages, when survival rates 
can top 75 percent. 

The test won’t replace the biopsies
and CT scans that are now used to
definitively diagnose tumors, but it
could become the first effective
screening tool for lung cancer. If the
Food and Drug Administration gives
it the thumbs up, Lungscan could be
in doctors’ offices within two years. 

—LINDA MARSA

A Big Sigh
of Relief
A souped-up 
breathalyzer 
fingerprints disease

THE POWER OF THOUGHT JUST GOT
a lot more powerful. Scientists have cre-

ated a cranial implant that allows monkeys to
control a robotic arm just by thinking about it.
Using brain signals, the monkeys persuaded 
the arm to pick up and feed them chunks of
zucchini, cucumbers and apples.

Last winter, neuroscientist Andrew Schwartz
and his team at the University of Pittsburgh
trained monkeys to think about reaching for
food (the animals’ arms had been temporarily
restrained). Using almost 200 electrodes
inserted into the monkeys’ brains, the scientists
recorded neuronal firings in the motor cortex

during the imaginary action, and a computer
transmitted the data to a robotic arm pro-
grammed to respond [see graphic below].

The experiment marks the first time anyone
has used a brain implant to directly control 
a robotic arm in three dimensions—that is, 
moving freely in space. Other scientists have
taught subjects to maneuver an onscreen cur-
sor, which in turn directed an arm to move 
in a single plane [see “Mind over Machine,”
February 2004]. Schwartz is now working to
create wireless brain implants that should be
ready for clinical trials in humans within two 
to four years.—DAVID KOHN

Food for Thought
The most sophisticated brain implant yet brings us
one giant step closer to mind-controlled machines

[NEUROSCIENCE]

1 Monkey thinks
about grabbing
food. Electrodes [A]
embedded in the
motor cortex [B]
three millimeters
beneath the skull
pick up nerve
signals.

MOVING A ROBOTIC  ARM 
WITH BRAIN SIGNALS 2 The implant

transmits these
signals to a 
computer. An
algorithm trans-
lates them into
instructions 
for the arm.

3 Within 30 millisec-
onds of the command,
the arm picks up the
food and brings it to the
animal’s mouth. Equipped
with five motors, the arm
is designed to move like a
human arm in three
dimensions.

»

»
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[A]

[B]



A HOUSE MADE OF STYROFOAM? 
Sounds flimsy. But spray it with a new

brick-like concoction called Grancrete, and it’s 
virtually indestructible. Invented by scientists at
Argonne National Laboratory near Chicago and
builders at Casa Grande, a construction firm 
in Mechanicsville, Virginia, Grancrete is twice as
strong as structural concrete and won’t leak or
crack. It’s also affordable: When the first bags roll
off the production line later this month, builders

will be able raise a home for $10 a square foot,
compared with $150 for a standard U.S. home.

Traditional concrete, composed of calcite, water
and sand or stone, can take up to three weeks 
to harden. Grancrete dries in one day. Its main
ingredients—magnesium oxide and potassium
phosphate—form tighter bonds than those in the 
concrete mixture. Load the slurry into a handheld
pump, spray it over a Styrofoam frame, and you’ve
got a home in 24 hours flat.—RENA MARIE PACELLA

CHECK THIS OUT, THREE LITTLE PIGS!
Spray-on ceramic transforms Styrofoam into rock-solid dwellings

»

RESULTS BASED ON 5,006
RESPONSES POSTED TO
POPSCI.COM

LAST MONTH’S
QUESTION:
GENTLEMEN, 
WOULD YOU TAKE A 
BIRTH-CONTROL PILL?

VOTE ON THIS MONTH’S POLL 
QUESTION AT POPSCI.COM

[THE POPSCI POLL]

62%
YES NO

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

••••• ••••• ••••• ••••• ••••• ••••• ••••• ••••• ••••• ••••• ••••• ••••• ••

38%

+ =[ ] [ ] [ ]
[ STYROFOAM ] [ DURABLE HOUSING][ CERAMIC SPRAY ]

[THE EQUATION]

Zinio
page=33

http://POPSCI.COM
http://www.E3sparkplugs.com
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03.03.05 THAT’S NO PYGMY! FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY SCIENTISTS OFFER PROOF THAT THE “HOBBIT” SKULL UNEARTHED IN 2003 IS A NEW SPECIES OF HUMAN  ///

The Idea Man

Graham Hawkes
is best known 
for his radical
winged sub-
marines that “fly”
under the sea
like spiraling
fighter jets. But
the British-born
engineer is also the inventor of the mili-
tary’s first robotic machine gun. He hit
upon the idea after reading about a dis-
astrous police shootout in Philadelphia
in 1985. Here’s what Hawkes, 57, had
to say about how he brought it to life.

PS: You developed the technology 
without government funding?
GH: When you have a radical idea,
people’s brains don’t engage unless you
actually make the thing. So I built it with
my own money. I designed the system 
in 3D-CAD and had some local machine
shops fabricate the parts—without
letting them know what I was doing. 

PS: How did it go?
The prototype weighed 27 pounds and
shot a rifle more accurately than a
human could. Within three minutes, my
80-year-old father-in-law was as
deadly as a 30-year-old army captain.

PS: Wow, that’s pretty impressive.
GH: It’s perfect for urban warfare. Even 
in the heart of a battle, you can shoot
from a safe place, like a sniper. SWORDS
is just one of many platforms.

PS: Any police interest?
GH: The military was the first to buy
the system, so right now we’re focused
on that. But I think this is the future in
law enforcement. A very high percent-
age of police shootings are hair-trigger
situations. With this equipment, the
forces of good have time to think. The
rules of engagement change.

PS: Any civilian uses?
GH: Absolutely none. It’s a weapon.
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The Joystick Commando
Gun-slinging ‘bots go to Iraq, but soldiers will call the shots

[MILITARY TECH]

A CROSS BETWEEN A TANK AND A
soldier, the latest feat of military hus-

bandry makes Robocop look like Officer
Friendly. Combining a lightweight robot
built by military contractor Foster-Miller
for reconnaissance in Bosnia with a remote-
control machine-gun mount invented 
by Northern California engineer Graham
Hawkes [see interview, right], this is the
world’s first land-based telepresent combat
weapon—a deadly-accurate surrogate gun-

ner that needs no sleep and will never come
home in a casket. The Army calls it SWORDS
(Special Weapons Observation Reconnais-
sance Direct-action System), and it will
deploy 18 units for active duty in Iraq next
month. Each $230,000 robot will tote stan-
dard-issue automatic rifles capable of firing
up to 1,000 rounds a minute without flinch-
ing. “SWORDS won’t replace soldiers, but it
will aid them,” says Foster-Miller project
manager Dan Deguire.—JONATHON KEATS

»

Lethal robots? Who thinks up this
stuff? Graham Hawkes, that’s who
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TREADS Fiberglass-
reinforced rubber treads
run on all terrain—sand,
mud, snow, ice—and can
climb hills and stairs.

VEHICLE Able to travel at
five miles an hour for near-
ly four hours on a single
36-volt DC rechargeable
lithium-ion battery, the
165-pound vehicle is
shielded from shrapnel
with a Kevlar ballistic shell. 

WEAPONS MOUNT
Two ball-screw actuators
allow the operator to pre-
cisely control the rotation,
tilt and firing of the weapon.
The mount holds machine
guns ranging in size from
the M16 to the Barrett .50
Caliber, changeable in less
than five minutes.

TOUR OF THE ARMY’S 
NEW COMBAT ROBOT

SENSORS
A sensitive microphone
allows the operator to
hear noises near the
vehicle; chemical and
biological sensors can
also be attached and
monitored via the con-
trol unit.

Camera 

Rear 
camera

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

34 inches

Machine 
gun

OPERATOR CON-
TROL UNIT
The portable 28-pound
control unit has a quad-
split screen, allowing for
four simultaneous cam-
era views. The vehicle is
controlled with one joy-
stick, the
weapon 
with another.
Radio signals
travel up to
1.5 miles. 









IN JUNE THE OFFICE OF NAVAL
Research will host what you might 

call its own version of American Idol in Key-
port, Washington. Breathe easy—there’s no
amateur crooning. Instead, 20 or so develop-
ers of autonomous underwater vehicles, or
AUVs, will showboat new technologies, hop-
ing to impress the Navy enough to one day
earn their craft a spot in the fleet. The 10-day
AUV Fest, now in its eighth year, helps the
Navy survey new technologies. (One past

find, the torpedo-shaped Remus AUV, has
been deployed in the Middle East, where it
mapped harbors in preparation for battle.)

This year’s field, the largest ever, promises
to be a tech bonanza, says Tom Swean, head
of ONR’s ocean-engineering program. Among
the standouts is the Cetus II, a 4.5-foot-long
robot that can “see” in turbid water and uses
insectlike antennas to attach detonating
charges to mines. Another impressive entrant
is the Transphibian. Inspired by the flippered

plesiosaurs, this AUV uses fins instead of pro-
pellers for swifter navigation in rough waters.

Although the Navy is eager to scout the
latest and greatest tech on display next
month, the event won’t be cutthroat—nobody
will be sent packing, and there will be no
snarky judges, just “lots of admirals,” Swean
says. “We’re not trying to eliminate people 
or anything like that.” 

Then allow us. Herewith, our four favorites. 
—ERICA LLOYD
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Unmanned,Underwater and Ready to Serve
The Navy scouts for an all-star lineup of warfaring robot subs at its annual talent show

HEADLINES

[ROBOTICS]

2020 BETTER GRADES THROUGH NEUROSCIENCE
Hoping your preschooler will become the next Einstein? New brain-enhancement clinics can help. To
pinpoint signs of dyslexia, attention-deficit disorder and other learning disabilities long before symptoms
manifest themselves in the classroom, a staff neuroscientist will employ advanced magnetic-resonance
imaging to generate a 3-D map of your child’s brain. He will then compare the map to a standardized
brain atlas of nerve-cell abnormalities and their corresponding behavioral outcomes. Typical treatments
include targeted drugs to correct chemical imbalances and transcranial magnetic stimulation to jump-
start sluggish neurons. Three months later, your kid will be scoring gold stars.—AS TOLD TO RENA MARIE PACELLA

T

Martha Farah is director of the Center for Cognitive Neuroscience at the University of Pennsylvania. She’s using magnetic-resonance imaging 
to find the brain regions responsible for cognition, emotion and personality.

»

SOLAR AUV 
Falmouth Scientific and
Technology Systems
Length: 7 feet 
Weight: 400 pounds

Spies. AUV alerts mother
ship when acoustic sensors
hear enemy craft; susses
out ocean conditions prior
to battle

➤

Patrols ports. Uses high-
frequency sonar to inspect
suspicious ships; chemical
sensors will detect
explosives

CETUS II
Lockheed Martin 
Length: 4.5 feet 
Weight: 120 pounds

Hovers near target using
five thrusters; gathers data
as it moves laterally along
target; altimeters track 
distance to prevent crashes 

The smallest hovering AUV;
can approach to within
one meter of target 
and linger long enough 
to inspect area 

Swims in cooperative fleet
to cover wide swaths of
ocean; works at night and
resurfaces during the day
to recharge solar panels

Will be able to stay at sea
for up to one year (most
AUVs lose power after 72
hours)

Hunts mines. Sonar
searches out explosive
booby traps in choppy,
shallow waters

Paddles using four oscillat-
ing rubber fins; sinks 
to seafloor and crawls to
find buried mines; self-
destructs upon finding one

Only AUV that can 
swim and crawl

Maps underwater battle-
grounds. Scans enemy
seas for rocky terrain,
murky water and currents

Swims more than five miles
from shore or mother ship,
emitting sonar in 200-foot-
wide swaths; turns data
into topographical map

Plots its course using an
onboard computer 
navigation system; other
AUVs rely on acoustic
beacons in the water

+ + +

+ + +

+ + +

THE SUB WHAT IT DOES STANDOUT TALENTHOW IT WORKS➤ ➤ ➤

TRANSPHIBIAN
Nekton Research
Length: 2.7 feet
Weight: 44 pounds

BLUEFIN-9
Bluefin Robotics
Length: 5.5 feet
Weight: 100 pounds

04.TBD.05 ROBOTIC SPACE HUNT NASA PLANS TO LAUNCH AN AUTONOMOUS SPACECRAFT THAT TRACKS DOWN AND REPAIRS COMMUNICATION SATELLITES WHILE IN ORBIT

HEADLINE FROM THE FUTURE MARTHA FARAH
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THE UNDERWATER LAB • MELTING NUKE WASTE • WILLIE NELSON, OILMAN? • DARPA ROBOT RACE PREVIEWINSIDE
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O UTGOING FEDERAL COMMUNI-
cations Commission chair
Michael Powell once told an

audience at the International Consumer
Electronics Show that TiVo was “God’s
machine.” He’s right. Once you’ve had
one, you can never go back to dumb TV,
where you’re stuck watching whatever is
actually on at that moment.

Today you can buy similar devices for
radio—sometimes called RiVos—includ-
ing Griffin’s Radio Shark and Neuros’s
MP3 Computer, that connect to your
computer and record programs to your
hard drive. The next generation of these
gadgets will go those one better, record-
ing all of the radio stations in a frequency
band simultaneously, then picking out
individual songs and arranging them
into playlists. Goodbye channels, chatter,
idiot DJs and throwaway music. Who
needs live radio when you’ve got a RiVo?

The problem is that tomorrow RiVo
may be illegal. A new generation of radio
called Digital Audio Broadcast (DAB,
a.k.a. digital radio) is coming, and the

SOAPBOX
POPULARscıence T

BY CORY DOCTOROW

PLUGGED IN
YOUR PERSONAL-TECH
ADVOCATE

You Deserve
Your RiVo
THE ISSUE: The RIAA wants to
take away your right to
record songs off the radio

➤ READ THE FINE PRINT Some 
of the clickthrough licenses on the
software you download make 

you “agree” to let the vendors install and
delete arbitrary software on your own
computer. More at eff.org/wp/eula.php

➤ CANADIAN COMMIES!
Canadian record companies oppose a fee system that would
legalize peer-to-peer sharing, which they liken to Communism. 
More at michaelgeist.ca/resc/html_bkup/feb212005.html

2
3 MORE THINGS TICKING CORY OFF THIS MONTH

Recording Industry Association of Amer-
ica (RIAA) is dedicated to making sure
no RiVo-like device for digital radio ever
reaches the marketplace. DAB is just
beginning to show up in the U.S., but it
will eventually replace analog FM and
AM broadcasts. What worries the RIAA

is that a DAB signal sounds better than
analog, and it can carry information such
as names of tracks and artists and be
easily recorded to a hard drive. RiVo func-
tionality could be in every DAB tuner.

Last April, the RIAA’s president, Cary
Sherman, wrote a ridiculous memo to
Gary Shapiro, the president and CEO of
the Consumer Electronics Association
(CEA), in which he upbraided CEA com-
panies for having the temerity to produce
devices for “transforming a passive lis-
tening experience into a personal music
library.” Sherman warned of his intention
to have the FCC impose regulations on
DAB receivers that would mirror the
Broadcast Flag, the government-imposed
restrictions on digital TV devices.

ONE
➤ LAME DVD PROTECTION New anti-
copying tech “protects” DVDs by trigger-
ing bugs in DVD-ripping programs.
Program authors simply fixed the bugs.
More at freedom-to-tinker.com/
archives/000768.html

III

http://michaelgeist.ca/resc/html_bkup/feb212005.html
http://eff.org/wp/eula.php
http://freedom-to-tinker.com/archives/000768.html
http://freedom-to-tinker.com/archives/000768.html
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T

Shapiro’s reply stopped just shy of
telling Sherman and the RIAA to get
bent, saying, “You apparently want to
force [the public] to buy what they have
received for free since Fleming and Mar-
coni first made it possible to hear news
and music over the public airwaves. . . .
[W]e have long been concerned about
content owners seeking to change the
‘play’ on our devices to a ‘pay’ button.”

But the RIAA isn’t giving up. In a Feb-
ruary filing to the FCC, the RIAA argued
that the improved sound quality of DAB
over FM necessitated new rules for DAB
receivers—echoing the case AM-pioneer
RCA made 60 years ago in trying to
stamp out FM. The RIAA went on to out-
line how RiVo would be an “immediate

and substantial threat to the recording
industry,” recalling 1982, when the presi-
dent of the Motion Picture Association of
America (MPAA) told Congress that the
VCR’s “primary mission is to copy . . .
material that belongs to other people.”

The RIAA and the MPAA have fought
every disruptive technology, but these
innovations have only made them 
richer. They claimed that they couldn’t
make a living when the radio “destroyed”
vaudeville, but they were wrong. They
claimed that TV would kill the movie
theaters, but they were wrong. They
claimed that the jukebox would kill
record sales, but they were wrong.

And if they’re not wrong this time?
Well, tough. Records and radio exist
today only because the government
ignored the entrenched interests of the
day when they sang their doom-songs. In
a free market, you are also free to fail.

Entertainment companies have always
sought to put locks on the material they
broadcast, and the answer has always
been the same: The public owns the air-
waves, and we won’t let you restrict the
devices we use to tune them in. Visit
www.fcc.gov and send the commissioners
a note reminding them that they work
for you—and that you want your RiVo. ■

SOAPBOX

If it will hurt 
the RIAA? Well,

tough. In a free  
market, you are

also free to fail. 

TempersRising
THE ISSUE: Michael Crichton uses faulty
data to skewer climate-change science

T O THE DISMAY OF THE MANY 
scientists whose work and
words are blatantly distorted

within its pages, Michael Crichton’s
new book, State of Fear, was still hang-
ing around best-seller lists months
after its debut. It even came up in
debates on the Senate floor. Science
has always taken center stage in Crich-
ton’s thrillers—The Andromeda Strain,
Jurassic Park, Prey—but recently he
seems to be taking himself, and his
ideas, a bit more seriously. State of
Fear is the next step in Crichton’s
transformation from storyteller to
soothsayer, a novelized lecture on
global warming complete with charts,
graphs and footnotes.

The story hinges on a plot by cal-
lous environmentalists to initiate a
series of natural disasters that will kill
tens of thousands of people. Why? To
convince the world that global warm-
ing is real. Genre-appropriate fare, to
be sure. But Crichton doesn’t intend
this to be mere entertainment. He has
appended to the novel an essay call-
ing for free scientific inquiry and,
rather inexplicably, a disjointed list of
personal opinions on topics from
safety (too much emphasis on it in
our society), declining wilderness (we

BY GREGORY MONE

SCIENCE FRICTION
THE MARKETING AND MANGLING 
OF SCIENCE IN POPULAR CULTURE

READING, WRITING AND ROLLER COASTERS Six Flags amusement
parks become physics labs for a day—kids perform experiments while on the
rides. Dates vary by location. See aapt.org/events.

STAR WARS, EPISODE III Revenge of the Sith, which premieres May 19,
is the third and final prequel to the original triumvirate. The only thing more
powerful than The Force? Merchandising.

THE HITCHHIKER’S GUIDE TO THE GALAXY The classic 1979 
novel, about an earthling’s journey with an alien travel writer, comes to the big

screen April 29. The Science of the Hitchhiker’s Guide hits shelves this month.

WHERE SCIENCE AND POP 
CULTURE COLLIDE THIS MONTH

➤
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jong, who is always ready with hard
data to support Kenner’s assertions,
which, in the book, stand unchal-
lenged. In the real world, though, the
reaction of the scientific community
has been loud and angry.

Throughout the novel, Kenner
cites places around the globe where
cooling trends have been observed.
At one point, Sanjong shows Evans
a graph revealing a 116-year temper-
ature decline in Punta Arenas, Chile.
“There’s your global warming,” he
says with irony. But Gavin Schmidt,
a climatologist at NASA’s Goddard
Institute for Space Studies, points out
that such isolated examples prove
nothing. Global warming doesn’t raise
temperatures everywhere.

Kenner hammers real-world Colum-
bia University climate scientist James
Hansen for overestimating global
warming by 300 percent in 1988. The
truth is that Hansen had projected
three warming scenarios for the next
decade, each based on a different 
trend in carbon dioxide emissions.
The projection associated with the
actual rise in CO2 was accurate, a fact
that Crichton’s hero fails to mention.
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shouldn’t worry about it), people (they
mean well), and cornflakes (they’re
good for you but taste better with
berries). (OK, so the last one is mine.)

But if the endnotes are ambigu-
ous, the novel is clear: Global warm-
ing is hogwash. There isn’t a single
well-informed character who sup-
ports the theory. Instead there’s Peter
Evans, a Los Angeles lawyer, and Ted
Bradley, a drunk actor so dumb he
can’t get Benedict Arnold’s name
right. The skeptics? They’re led 
by John Kenner, a brilliant geoengi-
neer with a Harvard law degree and
special-ops training. He’s backed by
his trusty Nepalese sidekick, San-

Every self-respecting character in
the book ultimately rejects global
warming. And what a change! Evans
becomes attractive to a woman who
previously saw him as “wimpy.”
Another character morphs from soft-
bellied playboy into hardened jungle
warrior. In just nine days. (Maybe
State of Fear should be marketed as a
self-improvement book: Lose your en-
vironmentalist leanings and discover
the inner you!) In contrast (note: plot
spoiler ahead), those who adhere to
global warming are, uh, eaten by can-
nibals. With such options, I wonder
why more scientists don’t see the light.

Crichton asserts in his closing essay

that to keep their jobs and funding,
mainstream climate scientists lie: “Any
scientist who has doubts [about global
warming] understands clearly that
they will be wise to mute their expres-
sion.” This might be the oddest asser-
tion in the book. Seems to me that 
climate science isn’t much of a get-rich
scheme. It’s the naysayers—like Danish
statistician Bjørn Lomborg, whose best-
seller The Skeptical Environmentalist
argues against global warming—who
appear to be cleaning up.

State of Fear isn’t really about sci-
ence anyway. Crichton writes in his
endnotes that even if global warming
is real, we shouldn’t do anything about
it, because our response will probably
only create more problems. In fact,
he—or, excuse me, one of the tough,
beautiful characters in his novel—
theorizes that global warming might
bring a net economic benefit. Maybe
he’s right. What I don’t understand is
why he has to impugn so many scien-
tists, suggesting that they’re driven by
politics or greed, to make his point. If,
as he claims, he truly has no agenda,
then he would have presented a more
reasonable debate. Instead, what Crich-
ton insists is an honest, disinterested
assessment of global warming is just
567 pages of biased, one-sided clap-
trap. And the story stinks too. ■

T

SOAPBOX |SCIENCE FRICTION

After rejecting global warming, 
one character morphs from soft-

bellied playboy to jungle warrior.

Get on your own soapbox! Write 
to pluggedin@time4.com 
or sciencefriction@time4.com.

mailto:pluggedin@time4.com
http://www.todaysmilitary.com/see
mailto:sciencefriction@time4.com
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TSUNAMIS, VOLCANOES, HURRICANES, LANDSLIDES—
THE SINGLE CERTAIN THING ABOUT NATURE’S KILLERS IS THAT 

THEY WILL STRIKE AGAIN, AND AGAIN. OUR ONLY DEFENSE: 
EVER BETTER PREDICTION AND PROTECTION BY MICHAEL BEHAR

Humans are fleeting visitors on this roiling rock 
in the universe. On December 26, 2004, at 58 

minutes and 49 seconds past midnight GMT, 
Mother Earth reacquainted us with this 

immutable fact. For millions of years, a 
creeping slab of Earth’s crust—the 

India Plate—had been grinding
headlong into a similarly stubborn

chunk of rock called the Burma Plate.
Like a clash of Brobdingnagian

armies, millennia of pent-up kinetic 
energy suddenly exploded from

the seabed, a scant 100 miles 
from Sumatra, Indonesia. The

ensuing force—equal to 
25,000 Nagasaki-size atomic 
bombs detonated in tandem—

jolted the Earth from its axis,
permanently shortened the

length of the day, and hurled 
walls of seawater onto thousands 

of miles of coastline—from the 
Andaman to the Arabian—

sweeping away at least 
200,000 lives in an

instant. What’s most
terrifying about
the recent

tsunami

a
when

earth

t

»
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ake a scenic flight over the summit of Mount Vesuvius
in Italy, and the view below is chilling. A dense patchwork
of urban sprawl from the nearby city of Naples laps at the

flanks of one of the most violent volcanoes on Earth. Since A.D.
79, when Vesuvius exploded with little warning and entombed
Pompeii and its 3,000 townsfolk under 15 feet of scalding ash,
the volcano has erupted at least 30 times. In Pompeii the destruc-
tion was so complete that nothing was known of the once-bustling
Roman city until archaeologists rediscovered it 1,600 years later.

Blame Earth’s explosive nature on what lies beneath its 
surface. Oceans of seething magma below the planet’s crust can
top 2,000˚F. The intense heat forces rising magma into the crust; if
enough magma collects near a weak point, it bursts through to the
surface. For centuries, this is exactly what’s been happening on
Vesuvius, which today has more than two million people 
living in its shadow. “We know Vesuvius is capable of a major
eruption,” says William Menke, a professor of earth and environ-
mental sciences at Columbia University. What we don’t know is
when. Hoping to fathom a guess, scientists at the Vesuvius Obser-
vatory have long monitored seismic sensors on the volcano that
record tiny rumblings inside the mountain. A case of seismic hic-
cups might mean that an eruption is looming. 

On the other hand, a volcano may be on the brink of eruption
without emitting even a single detectable tremor. Perhaps today’s
most useful tool helping scientists determine when a mountain is
about to awaken is satellite-based InSAR (Interferometric Synthetic
Aperture Radar). Since the early 1990s, InSAR-equipped satellites
have been firing staggered beams of radar waves toward Earth.
When the waves bounce back, InSAR records their signal intensity
(a measure of the wave’s reflection versus absorption) and its
phase (how long it takes the waves to make a round-trip). With
InSAR, scientists can track tiny deformations in the Earth’s surface
that occur in the absence of seismic activity.

InSAR is particularly useful for studying volcanoes in countries
that tend to be ignored by the usual parade of visiting Western 
scientists. Although peaks such as Vesuvius, Mt. Rainier in Wash-
ington State and Japan’s Mt. Fuji garner a
lot of attention, there are dozens of other
volcanoes just as deadly in Central and
South America and Indonesia. The Gede
volcano is only 40 miles from downtown
Jakarta and its population of nine million.
The hill country around Gede has become a
favorite weekend getaway for locals—there’s
even an 18-hole golf course on the volcano.
Popocatepetl, at 17,930 feet, soars over
Mexico City, a mere 37 miles away. The

NAPLES’S NEMESIS Vesuvius [near right]
demolished Pompeii 2,000 years ago. 

Today two million people live in its shadow.

volcanoes
» WE KNOW WHERE, BUT WE DON’T KNOW WHEN.

SATELLITE MONITORING PROVIDES VALUABLE CLUES

T

is that a repeat performance is 
virtually guaranteed. Earth, by its
very nature, is a prolific architect 
of mayhem and purveyor of calamity.
The only thing we can do to protect
ourselves is strive to learn where and
when such massive natural disasters
will happen—because rest assured,
they will happen.

Fortunately, advances in remote-
sensing satellites, computer-modeling
simulations, radar, seismic monitors
and weather forecasting are giving 
scientists an edge, in many cases
enabling them to warn us when it’s time
to skedaddle. Researchers use imaging
satellites, for example, to track minute
changes in land deformation—an 
otherwise undetectable pimple might
mean that a fault is about to snap or a
volcano about to blow.

Not that this high-tech ingenuity is
necessarily making the world a safer
place. The problem, experts say, is 
that humans are doggedly encroach-
ing on Mother Earth’s most tempera-
mental turf, increasingly building and
living in potentially catastrophic hot
zones. And more is at issue than 
just our propensity to boldly skirt the
“urban interface,” as scientists
describe the boundary between a
safely inhabitable region and an area
known to be vulnerable to nature’s
wrath. Humans are also relentlessly
altering or destroying the planet’s 
natural protection mechanisms. “If 
you remove mangroves, damage 
coral reefs, and take away wetlands,”
argues Ellen Prager, a marine 
geologist and author of Furious Earth:
The Science and Nature of Earth-
quakes, Volcanoes, and Tsunamis,
“you are much more exposed to 
storm impact or tsunami damage.”

The bad news is that the danger is
only growing, because wherever 
population densities soar, the 
landscape must be transformed to
sustain more and more people. The
good news: Digital-imaging and 
mapping tools and ever more 
savvy computer models are 
improving scientists’ ability to 
calculate where the most deadly 
disasters might strike next.  
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Traditionally, scientists have relied on seismic data to foretell 
eruptions. But more than half of all volcanic explosions give no 
seismic warning calls. Enter InSAR, a time-lapse satellite system that
records the bulging of the Earth that often precedes volcanic activity. 

LEAD IN From orbit-
ing satellites, InSAR
fires staggered
beams of radar
waves toward
Earth. When the
waves bounce

THE DEFENSE
MECHANISM

“Smoking Mountain” is known to have erupted 36 times and sputters
steam and gas from its summit almost monthly. Atitlán Caldera is
about 75 miles from Guatemala City. Take a stroll in the city, says
Stanley Williams, a professor of geology and volcanology at Ari-
zona State University, “and you realize that all the rocks you are
standing on came from Atitlán. If that eruption happened today, it
would probably kill 90 percent of the population of the country.” For
any of these volcanoes, predicting an eruption using InSAR depends
on groundcover—rocky or barren surfaces tend to produce better
images than snow- or tree-covered terrain. Residents of Naples will
be glad to know that Vesuvius is perfectly photogenic.

And, thankfully, recent InSAR images show very little swelling.
Not that Naples is in the clear, warns Claudio Prati, an electrical
engineer and professor at the Polytechnic University of Milan, where
he specializes in InSAR research. “When it comes,” he says, “the
eruption will be very, very fast and explosive.”

Swell View

Toll, 1900–2004:
96,000 lives

»

1. A remote-sensing
satellite 500 miles
above Earth emits a
pulse of radar energy
that is scattered by the
Earth’s surface and
reflected back to the
satellite. Unlike light
waves, radar waves
can penetrate clouds
and are equally 
effective at night.

2. Several weeks later,
the craft makes a 
second pass along the
same orbit, emits a 
second pulse, and
records any change in
topography with sub-
centimeter accuracy.

3. When rising magma
surges deep inside a
volcano, InSAR-
equipped satellites
record the subsequent
surface deformation
that ground sensors
can miss. 

1

2

3

INSAR USES RADAR TO
PREDICT A BLOW

OPEN HERE 
FOR A WORLD 

OF DANGER

OPEN HERE 
FOR A WORLD 

OF DANGER

MT. RAINIER “THE BIG DANGER,” SAYS
EARTH SCIENTIST WILLIAM MENKE, “IS A
MUDFLOW.” THIS MENACING 14,410-
FOOT MOUND OF ROCK IS BLANKETED IN
ICE, LOTS OF IT. A MAJOR ERUPTION
WOULD INSTANTLY SEND AN AVALANCHE
OF WATER, MUD AND DEBRIS BARRELING
DOWN NARROW RIVER VALLEYS AND
INTO SEATTLE’S SUBURBS, 60 MILES AWAY.

Italy
Indonesia
Central America

DANGER
ZONES!

+One more thing to 
worry about . . .
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Tornado zone

Hurricane zone

Largest storm
of its kind

Danger zone

Volcano risk

Flood

Major faults
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1964
Northwestern U.S.
.
The only tsunami
to cause fatalities
in the continental
U.S. was set off
by Alaska’s 9.2-
magnitude “Good
Friday” quake.
Twenty-foot
waves hit from
Alaska to Calif-
ornia, killing 123
people, including
10 who drowned
when 250 homes
and businesses
were washed
away in Crescent
City, California.
DEATH TOLL: 123

1906
San Francisco

Half of the city’s
400,000 residents
were left home-
less after the 8.3-
magnitude San
Andreas Fault
quake. The event
is remembered for
the scar of broken
ground that ran
half the length of
the state and for
the fires that con-
sumed more than
500 downtown
city blocks. 
DEATH TOLL: 700

1980
Washington State

A 5.1-magnitude
earthquake on
May 18, 1980,
triggered the
eruption of Mt.
St. Helens. The
explosion leveled
230 square miles
of forest and
darkened eastern
Washington with
a blanket of ash.
DEATH TOLL: 57

1900
Texas

Winds that
reached 101 mph
and 25-foot
breaking waves
hit the port of
Galveston, Texas,
destroying more
than 3,500 homes
and leveling one
third of the city,
making this storm
the deadliest nat-
ural disaster in
U.S. history. 
DEATH TOLL:
8,000

1925
Central U.S.

North America’s
deadliest twister
ripped 219 miles
through Missouri,
Illinois and Indi-
ana, destroying
15,000 homes. A
mile-wide funnel
sucked up entire
houses. “And liv-
ing beings, too,”
the St. Louis Post-
Dispatch reported.
“A cow . . . was
hurled into the vil-
lage restaurant.”
DEATH TOLL: 695

1903
Alberta, Canada

A sudden drop in
temperature con-
tributed to the
collapse of Turtle
Mountain, sending
30 million cubic
meters of lime-
stone tumbling
downhill and
burying the town
of Frank in what
is still North
America’s dead-
liest landslide.
DEATH TOLL: 70

1938
Northeastern U.S.

The so-called
“Long Island
Express” gene-
rated the region’s
strongest winds
ever (121 mph
sustained, with
peak gusts of 186
mph). A 12-foot
surge destroyed
cottages, marinas
and yacht clubs at
Narragansett Bay,
Connecticut, while
flooding washed
away New York
and New Haven
railroad lines. 
DEATH TOLL: 600

1992
Florida

Although prepa
tions limited ca
alties, Hurrican
Andrew’s storm
surges of up to
17 feet destroy
99 percent of a
mobile homes i
Homestead,
Florida. The hu
cane was the
most expensive
natural disaste
U.S. history, at
total cost of $2
billion.
DEATH TOLL: 2

42 31 8765

Remnants of the 1900
Galveston hurricane 
Remnants of the 1900
Galveston hurricane 

Hurricane Mitch set off
landslides in 1998.
Hurricane Mitch set off
landslides in 1998.

✹✹

MONSTER TSUNAMI
The highest tsunami wave ever record
the coast of ALASKA’S GLACIER BAY 
1958. A magnitude-8.0 earthquake in
Fairweather Fault sent a wall of rock
Bay; the displaced water and ice form
that rose to 1,720 feet. DEATH TOLL:

✹✹
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1Wreckage from the
1964 Alaska tsunami
Wreckage from the
1964 Alaska tsunami



Cascadia
Fault

MONSTER TORNADO
Among the shocking 76 tornadoes that
touched down in OKLAHOMA AND KANSAS
on May 3, 1999, one giant twister achieved
winds of 318 mph—only one mile per hour
below the classification for previously un-
thinkable “force 6” storms. The 38-mile path
of destruction caused $1 billion in damages 
in just over an hour. DEATH TOLL: 36
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POPULATION TRENDS HAVE LED MORE 
O BE AT RISK THAN IN THE PAST, CATACLYSMIC 
E NO MORE COMMON NOW THAN 
R BEEN. HERE, A HISTORY OF THE PLANET’S MOST 

RSTS, AND A LOOK AT THE DANGER ZONES 
VE CHOSEN TO CALL HOME BY AMANDA MACMILLAN

BY AMANDA MACMILLAN

1902
Martinique

The colonial city 
of Saint Pierre
—known to
Europeans as the
“Paris of the
West Indies”—
was leveled by
the eruption of
Mt. Pelée, the
deadliest volcano
of the 20th 
century. 
DEATH TOLL:
29,000

1998
Central America

In six hours,
Hurricane Mitch
pounded 25 inches
of rain down on
Honduras and
Nicaragua,
causing flash
floods and mud-
slides that were
responsible for
more than 9,000
official deaths 
and another
9,000 missing.
DEATH TOLL:
9,000–18,000

1997
Montserrat

A government-
sponsored evacua-
tion saved
Montserrat’s 
population of
12,000 from an
eruption that 
rendered the
southern two
thirds of the
island uninhabit-
able. Montserrat’s
economy, agricul-
ture and tourism
industries have
yet to recover.
DEATH TOLL: 20
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2004
Hispaniola

Floods and mud-
slides brought on
by three days of
late May down-
pours wiped out
entire villages in
southeast Haiti
and the Dominican
Republic.
DEATH TOLL:
2,000

1755
Portugal

When Lisbon, the
capital city, was
rocked by a 9.0-
magnitude earth-
quake, residents
ran to their ships,
hoping for safety
at sea. But the
tsunami that soon
followed proved
equally deadly,
devastating ports
in Spain and
Morocco as well. 
DEATH TOLL:
70,000

1970
Peru

An avalanche was
responsible for
almost a third of
the 60,000 casu-
alties from a 7.8-
magnitude earth-
quake near Mt.
Huascaran in the
Andes. The mile-
wide slab of ice
traveled 11 miles
at speeds of more
than 100 mph,
and swept away
dozens of towns. 
DEATH TOLL:
18,000

MONSTER VOLCANO
The world’s largest eruption is
thought to have occurred in what is
now Wyoming’s YELLOWSTONE
NATIONAL PARK. The volcano, which
is still active today, spewed about
240 cubic miles of ash across the U.S.
about 600,000 years ago and 600
cubic miles of ash about 2.2 million
years ago. DEATH TOLL: N/A

141211 1510

Hispaniola
trenches

Mt.
Rainier

Mt. Popocatepetl,
Mexico

La Paz, 
Bolivia

Mt. Atitlán, 
Guatemala

New
Orleans
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1780
West Indies

British and French
naval fleets and
more than 100
merchant ships
sustained heavy
casualties when
the “Great
Hurricane of
1780” swept
through Barbados
and St. Vincent.
DEATH TOLL:
22,000

1999
Venezuela

Two weeks of
heavy rain set off
landslides and
flooding in and
around the capital
city of Caracas,
causing $15 billion
in damage.
Sprawling shanty-
towns that had
developed in 
vulnerable areas
contributed to the
high casualty rate.
DEATH TOLL:
20,000–30,000
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MONSTER
EARTHQUAKE
At a magnitude of 9.5, the
GREAT CHILEAN EARTHQUAKE
of 1960 was the strongest
ever recorded. A 1,000-mile
fault break sent seismic
waves reverberating around
the globe for days and set off
tsunamis that reached as far
as Hawaii, Japan, the
Philippines and the U.S. West
Coast. DEATH TOLL: 2,230
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2002
Russia

Melting per-
mafrost caused a
500-foot-tall
chunk of glacier to
break off a
Caucasus moun-
tainside, trigger-
ing a massive
slide that buried
the village of
Nizhny Karmadon
under 2.1 billion
cubic feet of
debris. A Russian
film star and his
crew were among
those killed.
DEATH TOLL: 140

1948
Turkmenistan

More than 80 per-
cent of the popu-
lation of Ashgabat
was killed in this
7.3-magnitude
quake. Although
the Stalinist media
initially reported
only 35,000
deaths, after five
years of digging
bodies from the
rubble, the num-
ber was estimated
at three times
that. DEATH TOLL:
110,000

A.D. 79
Italy

Vesuvius’s was
the first eruption
in history to be
described in detail
by survivors, and
it is still perhaps
the most retold
volcanic disaster
tale. Ten feet of
tephra crashed
down on the cities
of Pompeii and
Herculaneum,
instantly suffocat-
ing and burying
thousands.
DEATH TOLL:
3,000

~1500B.C.
Greece

At least one colos-
sal tsunami swept
over the Mediter-
ranean island of
Crete sometime
between 1650
and 1410 B.C.,
wiping out the
Minoan empire’s
capital city—quite
possibly the
metropolis that
Plato referred to
as the lost city of
Atlantis.
DEATH TOLL:
~100,000

1201
Egypt

A localized surge
of earthquakes
called a “seismic
swarm” killed
more than a 
million residents
of Egypt, Syria
and surrounding 
countries more
than 800 years
ago, making it the
deadliest earth-
quake event in
recorded history.
DEATH TOLL:
1.1 million

218 B.C.
Spain

Half of Hannibal’s
soldiers, 2,000 of
his horses and 
several elephants
were killed in 
avalanches as the
Carthaginian
general led his
troops across the
Alps from Spain 
to Italy. 
DEATH TOLL:
~20,000

2003
Iran

At least 500,000
people have been
killed in Iranian
quakes since A.D.
800 (including
500 killed this
past February).
The country’s
mud-brick homes
contribute to the
rate of damage; in
the 6.6-magnitude
quake that devas-
tated the ancient
city of Bam in
2003, more than
75,000 were left
homeless. DEATH
TOLL: 43,000
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1989
Bangladesh

A tornado swept
through the 
tropical delta of
the Dhaka region
of northern
Bangladesh, level-
ing the town of
Shaturia. The flat,
low-lying region is
more vulnerable
to tornadoes than
any other place in
the world. 
DEATH TOLL:
1,300

211817 232220

Canary
Islands

Istanbul,
Turkey

Tehran,
Iran

Northern
India

Mt. Vesuvius,
Italy

19 224

A 1938 hurricane
swamped New England.

A rendering of the 1755
tsunami in Lisbon
A rendering of the 1755
tsunami in Lisbon

A slide buried this
Russian town in 2002.

A slide buried this
Russian town in 2002.

Indonesia’s Krakatoa
blew big in 1883.
Indonesia’s Krakatoa
blew big in 1883.

See a gallery of recent volcanic eruptions at popsci.com/disasters.
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MONSTER LANDSLIDE
A 1911 earthquake sent more than 1.5 cubic miles of
rock and debris sliding into TAJIKISTAN’S MURGAB
RIVER in history’s most massive nonvolcanic landslide.
The result: a 1,880-foot dam now holds back a 
37-mile-long lake that could cause catastrophic flood-
ing were it to break in another quake. DEATH TOLL: 90

MONSTER
HURRICANE
If 1979’s SUPER-
TYPHOON TIP had
touched down over the
U.S., the storm spiral
would have covered
nearly half the coun-
try—it was 1,350
miles in diameter, with
winds of 190 mph.
Luckily, the largest
storm system ever
recorded never left 
the northwest Pacific
Ocean. DEATH TOLL: 0

323231
1556
China

A colossal tremor
in the Shanxi
region devastated
eight provinces 
in 1556. Since
then, more than
2.5 million people
have died in
Chinese earth-
quakes, making
the country the
world’s deadliest
earthquake zone.
The 1556 quake
was China’s worst
ever. DEATH TOLL:
830,000

1923
Japan

An 8.3-magnitude
earthquake struck
just 25 miles from
Tokyo and
Yokohama—and
their combined
population of two
million. Thousands
of gas ranges
fired up for lunch
preparations con-
tributed to the
incineration of
Tokyo’s business
and industrial 
districts.
DEATH TOLL:
143,000

1707
Japan

Eighty percent of
tsunamis strike in
the Pacific, and
Japan has been a
frequent victim.
Local fishermen
coined the term
combining “tsu”
(harbor) and
“nami” (wave)
after their villages
were washed
away. An 8.4-
magnitude quake
in 1707 generated
one of Japan’s
deadiest waves
ever. DEATH TOLL:
30,000
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1931
China

Summer monsoons
regularly cause
China’s largest
river, the Yangtze,
to swell and over-
flow. The single
worst natural dis-
aster in history
occurred in 1931,
when millions died
from drowning,
starvation or
infection.
DEATH TOLL:
3.7 million

1920
China

Thousands of
dwellings carved
into the clay cliffs
and silt riverbanks
of the Gansu
region in western
China collapsed
following an 8.5-
magnitude earth-
quake near the
Tibetan border in
1920. The event
is still known as
Shan Tso-liao, or
“when the moun-
tains walked.” 
DEATH TOLL:
180,000

1883
Indonesia

Indonesia has 130
active volcanoes,
a world record.
The giant Tambora
killed 92,000 in
1815, but the
most famous is
Krakatoa, whose
pyroclastic flows
and falling tephra
killed 4,500 in
1883. Isles up to
50 miles away
were hit by
resultant tsunamis
that wiped away
30,000 more.
DEATH TOLL:
36,000

2004
Indian Ocean

A magnitude-9.0
earthquake struck
off the coast of
Sumatra, causing
a tremendously
powerful tsunami
that hit 12 coun-
tries and left mil-
lions homeless
along the heavily
populated
Southeast Asia
coastline. The
wave killed more
people than any
other tsunami in
history.  
DEATH TOLL:
200,000+

2827 3029

Gede,
Indonesia

Mt. Fuji,
Japan
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Cleaning up from the 2004
Indian Ocean tsunami
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hurricanes
» AT 20 FEET BELOW SEA LEVEL, NEW ORLEANS IS A PRIME TARGET. 

AN AMBITIOUS NEW LEVEE SYSTEM WOULD DECREASE THE RISK

edge. In New Orleans, a big enough surge
would quickly drown the entire city.

Long before settlers decided that the shores
of the Mississippi would be a nice place to
raise a family, the river regularly topped its
banks, heaping silt and mud onto surrounding
wetlands. After a particularly nasty flood in
1927 that killed 300 people and left 600,000
homeless along the length of the river, city
leaders in New Orleans decided to construct
levees—some up to 25 feet high—to contain
the swelling river during heavy rains. Residents
had also been battling yellow fever, a viral 
disease spread by mosquitoes. From 1817 to
1905, the epidemic killed 40,000. “So people
decided to drain the swamps,” says Al Naomi,
senior project manager for the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers in New Orleans. With the
levees in place and the swamps pumped dry,
the city could now spread into areas that were
once uninhabitable. “But when you take the
water out of the swampy soils,” he continues,
“they start sinking.”

Today, parts of New Orleans lie up to 20
feet below sea level, and the city is sinking at
a rate of about nine millimeters a year. “This
makes New Orleans the most vulnerable
major city to hurricanes,” says John Hall of the
Army Corps of Engineers. “That’s because the
water has to go down, not up, to reach it.”

The Saffir-Simpson hurricane scale defines
a category-5 storm as one with “winds greater
than 155 miles per hour and storm surge gen-
erally greater than 18 feet.” Although hurri-
canes of this magnitude slamming directly into
New Orleans are extremely rare—occurring

t takes Scott Kiser only a split second to name the one city in the U.S., and
probably the world, that would sustain the most catastrophic damage from a
category-5 hurricane. “New Orleans,” says Kiser, a tropical-cyclone program 

manager for the National Weather Service. “Because the city is below sea level—
with the Mississippi River on one side and Lake Pontchartrain on the other—it is a 
hydrologic nightmare.” The worst problem, he explains, would be a storm surge, a
phenomenon in which high winds stack up huge waves along a hurricane’s leading

U.S. Army Corps engineers have nearly finished a protec-
tion system to guard against category-3 hurricanes like those

that hit Florida almost annually. Now the city 
is considering a more ambitious initiative—
a floodwall that would stretch across an exist-
ing land bridge and block a category-5 storm

surge. Levees have controlled Mississippi River flooding
since 1927 [1]. Existing floodwalls (some 20 feet high) 
protect the lowest-lying parts of the city [2]. The proposed
category-5 system [3] [one of several possible plans is
shown here] would include steel and concrete levees, 
some as high as 40 feet, to guard against 25-foot surges. 

AS NEW ORLEANS SINKS, SO RISE NEWER, BIGGER LEVEES Surge Protection

2

1

3
Mississippi
River

RIVER LEVEES

CATEGORY-3 FLOOD WALLS

CATEGORY-5 FLOOD 
WALLS (PROPOSED)

Lake Pontchartrain

Gulf of Mexico » » »

New Orleans

THE DEFENSE
MECHANISM
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Toll, 1900–2004:
1.1 million lives
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perhaps every 500 to 1,000 years—should
one come ashore, the resulting storm surge
would swell Lake Pontchartrain (a brackish sea
adjoining the Gulf of Mexico), overtop the 
levees, and submerge the city under up to 40
feet of water. Once this happened, the levees
would “serve as a bathtub,” explains Harley
Winer, chief of coastal engineering for the
Army Corps’s New Orleans District. The water
would get trapped between the Mississippi 
levees and the hurricane-protection levees.
“This is a highly improbable event,” Winer
points out, “but within the realm of possibility.”

New Orleans has nearly completed its 
Hurricane Protection Project, a $740-million
plan led by Naomi to ring the city with levees
that could shield residents from up to 
category-3 storm surges. Meanwhile, Winer
and others at the Army Corps are considering
a new levee system capable of holding back a
surge from a category-5 hurricane like Ivan,
which threatened the city last year. 

To determine exactly where and how high
to build these levees, the engineers have 
enlisted the aid of a 3-D computer-simulation 
program called ADCIRC (Advanced Circula-
tion Model). ADCIRC incorporates dozens of
data points—including seabed and coastal
topography, wind speed, tidal variation, ocean
depth and water temperature—and charts a
precise map of where the storm surge would
inundate New Orleans. The category-5 levee
idea, though, is still in the early planning
stages; it may be decades before the new 
barriers are completed. Until then, locals had
better keep praying to Helios.

landslides
» NEW HAZARD MAPS AND MONITORING

SYSTEMS AIM TO AID TIMELY ESCAPES

Toll, 1900–2004:
45,000 lives

andslide, mudslide, debris flow—it doesn’t matter what you call it, the
outcome is the same: normally stable and stationary soil gets a bad case of
wanderlust. In most cases, slides are triggered when too much water satu-

rates a steep slope or when an earthquake shakes the ground loose. This can
occur almost anywhere, but Central America—with its precipitous hills, frequent
heavy rainstorms and unstable volcanic soil—is probably the number one hotspot.
Ed Harp, a landslide geologist with the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), describes
the local soil as “like glass shards that interlock with each other.” This cohesion, he
explains, enables the soil to adhere to near-vertical slopes without sliding off.

But during earthquakes, the volcanic soil becomes volatile. “If you shake this
stuff, it collapses,” Harp says. It also has a sponge-like nature and can absorb a lot
of water before it finally and catastrophically comes loose. In 1998, Hurricane
Mitch stalled over Central America, and fierce rains caused hundreds of landslides.
Mountains of mud buried thousands of villagers living near Nicaragua’s Casita 
volcano after torrential downpours saturated its slopes and the ground gave way.

Since then, new “hazard maps” of Central America have begun giving local
officials a guide to slide-prone areas. To create many of the maps, geologists are
using ASTER (Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer),
which rides on board NASA’s Terra remote-sensing satellite. ASTER can snap 
pictures of Earth in 14 wavelengths and capture data as fine as 15 square meters
per pixel. Closer to the ground, researchers are creating hazard maps of 
potentially unstable terrain with LIDAR (Light Detection and Ranging). A LIDAR 
camera—usually mounted to a small plane or helicopter—is like radar but employs
pulsed light instead of radio waves.

After Hurricane Mitch, the USGS decided that an on-the-ground weather-
monitoring network might be the best tool to save lives in Central America. The
agency designed and funded a $3.8-million-dollar network for Guatemala, 
Honduras, Nicaragua and El Salvador. Today there are 56 stations, each of which
measures rainfall intensity and river levels in real time and then transmits the data
over satellite via radio uplink.

“We have sites in Central America that can receive the information directly,” 
explains Mark Smith, a surface-water specialist with the USGS who was involved
in setting up the network. “Data transmits every three hours. But we put a thresh-
old on the equipment, so if it starts raining really hard, then it goes into an emer-
gency mode and sends information every five minutes or less.” When the next 
big hurricane slams into Central America, villagers with homes and farms nestled
on unstable hillsides in places such as Tegucigalpa, Honduras, and Zompopera, 
El Salvador—where some of the worst slides occurred during Hurricane Mitch—
might now get a heads-up that their world is about to come crashing down again.

New Orleans
The Caribbean
Bangladesh

DANGER 
ZONES!

Central America, Central Asia
DANGER ZONES!

L

Several spillways would allow
boat traffic to pass but would
close in the event of a surge.

» +CANYON CALAMITIES FROM L.A. TO SAN FRANCISCO TO SEATTLE,
SPRAWL IS PUSHING DEVELOPMENT INTO EVER STEEPER, MORE UNSTA-
BLE TERRAIN. “IN SALT LAKE CITY,” SAYS GEOLOGIST ED HARP, “PEOPLE
ARE BUILDING RIGHT UP TO THE CLIFFS. YOU SEE ALL THESE HUGE BOUL-
DERS SITTING AROUND. SOMEONE SHOULD BE SAYING, ‘LOOK, THESE
ROCKS FELL DOWN HERE, AND YOU’RE PUTTING YOUR HOUSE BESIDE
THEM? WELL, GUESS WHAT, GRAVITY DOESN’T TAKE A DAY OFF.’ ”

One more thing to worry about . . .



sk geologists where the next big
tsunami might strike, and the
answer is a refrain: North Ameri-

ca’s Pacific Northwest coastline. That’s the
location of the Cascadia Subduction Zone, a
680-mile-long fault that hugs the shore from
Northern California to Vancouver Island. 

Akin to the tectonic deadlock that eventu-
ally snapped and spawned the Indian
Ocean tsunami last December, Cascadia is a
geological battleground where the Juan de
Fuca and North American plates are duking
it out. The subterranean stress building at
the front lines could eventually rupture in
exactly the same way it did in Southeast
Asia—a seismic event geologists call a
“megathrust earthquake,” so named
because it occurs between a subduction
plate and an overriding plate in a region
known as the inner-plate thrust. 

Quakes within this powerful inner-plate
subduction zone can readily top magnitude
9.0 on the Richter scale, explains Eric Geist,
a geophysicist with the USGS who has 
created computer models that show how a
Cascadia-generated tsunami might swamp
Pacific Northwest communities.

“During one of these big earthquakes,
the coastline will drop down one or two
meters,” he says, noting that the collapse
would happen instantly. “The modeling 
suggests that the tsunami run-up could be
as much as 20 meters or greater.” Towns
such as Seaside, Oregon; Crescent City, 
California; and Westport, Washington,
could be swept away in minutes.

Predicting exactly when Cascadia will
crack has stumped geologists. Because the
fault has been quiet for so long, it’s tricky to
calculate the frequency of quakes. Geologi-
cal clues suggest that major temblors have
occurred along Cascadia seven times in the
past 3,500 years, leading scientists to
believe that a quake-tsunami combo occurs
there every three to five centuries.

Researchers recently unearthed evidence
that a massive tsunami razed the Pacific
Northwest coastline in 1700. They tracked
down Japanese records from that same
year documenting a major tsunami and »
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tsunamis
WE HAVE THE TECHNOLOGY TO I.D. THEM NEAR THEIR SOURCE, 
BUT GETTING THE WORD OUT MAY STILL BE THE HARDEST PART

Toll, 1900–2004:
~300,000 lives

»

1. A bottom-pressure recorder on the 
seafloor records tides and relays the data 
to the surface buoy every 15 minutes.

SATELLITE ANTENNAS

ANCHOR

2. When a potential tsunami
passes overhead, the water
pressure bearing down on 
the seafloor increases. The
increased pressure makes a
quartz oscillator inside the re-
corder vibrate more quickly.
When this happens, DART
will switch to tsunami mode,
upping its data-transfer 
rate to once a minute.
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WHERE THE BUOYS ARE
Six buoys are anchored in the
Pacific in areas where they would
detect a tsunami within 30 minutes
of the generating earthquake.

THE DEFENSE MECHANISM

DART BUOYS ARE OUR TOP TSUNAMI DETECTORS
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U.S. West Coast
Alaska
Japan

DANGER 
ZONES!

3. After receiving the data
from the underwater sen-
sor, the surface buoy trans-
mits it via satellite to moni-
toring stations in Alaska
and Hawaii. If a tsunami is
detected, local areas will be
alerted within minutes.

Not every deep-sea earthquake sets off a tsunami. But most of
those that do, occur along subduction zones such as the Pacific
Ocean’s Cascadia fault, where one continental plate overtops
another. The Deep-Ocean Assessment and Reporting of Tsunami
(DART) buoy system is the world's most advanced warning
mechanism for these monster waves. Exactly how effective the
buoys would be, however, is still unknown. Although the system
has undergone extensive testing, there have been no tsunamis in
the monitored area since the buoys began operating in 1998.  »

GLASS BALL FLOATERS

UNDERWATER 
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earthquakes
» THE ONLY THING WE CAN PREDICT IS WHERE 

A “BIG ONE” COULD DO THE MOST DAMAGE

Toll, 1900–2004:
1.8 million lives
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e know this much: Earthquakes strike along faults—fractures in the
planet’s crust where plates of rock are thrust into a sort of geological
gridlock. The difference between a tremor and an earth-shattering  8.0-

plus-magnitude quake depends on whether the plates slip when the tension between
them is still relatively low or if they snap after enduring millennia of mounting strain.

Calculating exactly when this might happen, however, is no easy feat. “We’re not
even getting close to predicting earthquakes,” says Thomas Heaton, a professor of
geophysics and civil engineering at Caltech. Maybe scientists can’t tell us when a
quake might strike, but they’re getting much better at pinpointing where the biggest
ones will result in heavy casualties and financial loss. “The real culprits are cities with
a lot of six- to 10-story buildings made of reinforced concrete,” Heaton says. 

On his shortlist: Tehran, Iran, and Istanbul, Turkey—both cities have popula-
tions of more than 12 million and long, deep
and very powerful seismic faults nearby.
More vulnerable still is the enormous
Himalayan thrust fault in Northern India. The
three Indian states that border it have a com-
bined population of more than 25 million
people who mostly reside in brittle concrete
or earthen structures.

Jean-Philippe Avouac, a professor of geol-
ogy and director of the Caltech Tectonics
Observatory, traveled to Nepal last year to
study a section of the Himalayan fault. “A large
portion of the [fault] between Katmandu and
Dehradun, north of Delhi, hasn’t produced any

known big quakes for at least two centuries,” he says. “Sooner or later this [fault] will
break, and the death toll could be huge, given the density of population in Northern
India, the soil condition—which is prone to liquefaction—and the type of construction.”

Heaton praises instruments such as InSAR and GPS, describing them as “stun-
ning tools” that have “helped us recognize where strain is accumulating in the
Earth.” More promising—though, sadly, not much help to Iran, Turkey or India—is
EarthScope, a new partnership between the USGS and the National Science Foun-
dation that involves embedding a “strike-slip” sensor 10,010 feet deep in the San
Andreas Fault as well as implementing a nationwide system of hundreds of GPS sen-
sors and strain meters along the edges of the Pacific and North American plates.

For now, however, the best technological hope for the world’s earthquake hot
zones is the Global Seismic Network (GSN), which consists of 135 seismic monitors
positioned worldwide that register quakes in real time and then beam the data to

satellites or upload it to the Internet. GSN func-
tions like a seismic watchdog, recording and cat-
aloging quakes as they occur. Ultimately, GSN
data will be assembled into a global database of
seismic activity. Analyzing the data en masse, the
thinking goes, might reveal trends and patterns
that are precursors to a fault rupture. ■

SHAKE AND BREAK Cities made of
mud and brick [here, Bam, Iran] are
susceptible to huge quake damage.

found deposits of ocean sand buried in
inland soils along the coasts of Washing-
ton and Oregon.

As it does for volcanoes, InSAR proves
useful in monitoring shoreline deformation
along Cascadia. Additionally, GPS receivers,
part of a network called PANGA (Pacific
Northwest GPS Array), have been installed
on several dozen land-based towers to take
daily measurements of “silent slippage,” tiny
fault-line shifts usually invisible to scientists.

When a quake does occur, the first to
know will most likely be staffers stationed
at the West Coast and Alaska Tsunami 
Warning Center in Palmer, Alaska. The 
center keeps tabs on 150 seismic sensors in
the Pacific Rim countries and 100 sea-level
gauges scattered throughout the Pacific
Ocean. The latest additions to its early-
warning system are DART (Deep-Ocean
Assessment and Reporting of Tsunamis)
buoys. The buoys record the normal rise
and fall of tides in the Pacific. But should
those tides deviate by as little as three 
centimeters—even in water up to 18,000
feet deep—the system automatically switches
into emergency tsunami mode, beaming 
up-to-the-minute alerts to satellites. 

Geist cautions, however, that we can
become too reliant on these sophisticated
alert systems. In some cases, Cascadia veers
less than 100 miles from shore. Depending
on where a quake hits along the fault, it
could take just minutes for a tsunami to
reach land. DART buoys and seismic sensors
will trigger coastal-tsunami sirens and auto-
mated radio bulletins in the vicinity of the
quake, but the alerts may arrive too late for
residents. “The hardest part of the prob-
lem,” Geist says, “is to have people on the
beach know that if you feel strong shaking
or see the ocean go way out, that’s your
sign not to wait for an official warning.”

MICHAEL BEHAR grew up in Seattle. His
elementary-school science-fair presenta-
tion on volcanoes was delayed by the 1980
eruption of Mt. St. Helens.
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India, Iran
Turkey

DANGER 
ZONES!

W

+THE CANARY ISLANDS NINE HOURS. THAT’S HOW LONG IT WOULD TAKE FOR
A TSUNAMI WAVE TO TRAVEL FROM ITS BIRTHPLACE IN THE CANARY ISLANDS TO
THE HEAVILY POPULATED, LOW-LYING COAST OF THE EASTERN U.S. THE WEST-
ERN SLOPE OF THE AFRICAN VOLCANO CUMBRE VIEJA CONTAINS A 35-MILE
SLAB OF LOOSE ROCK THAT GEOLOGISTS THEORIZE COULD SHEAR AWAY AND
PLUNGE INTO THE SEA IN THE EVENT OF AN ERUPTION. IF THAT HAPPENED,
WAVES UP TO 80 FEET HIGH COULD STRIKE FROM NEW YORK TO FLORIDA.

One more thing to worry about . . .
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PATCH JOB NASA has developed five
ways for astronauts to repair shuttle
damage in orbit—although none will
be fully ready in time for this month’s
launch. Shown here: a simulation 
of STA-54, a kind of caulking, being
spread over a damaged tile.



NASA’S

FIXER-UPPER  

FLIES 
AGAIN

TWO YEARS AFTER COLUMBIA, NASA IS COUNTING 
ON A REFURBISHED SPACE SHUTTLE TO REVIVE ITS 

FLOUNDERING HUMAN-SPACEFLIGHT PROGRAM. 
“OR BUST” IS NOT AN OPTION

BY PRESTON LERNER
PHOTOGRAPH BY JOHN B. CARNETT
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HE HUMAN THERMAL VACUUM CHAMBER AT
NASA’s Johnson Space Center in Hous-

ton—the only facility of its kind in the
world—looks like a prop from a Jules Verne
movie. Picture a colossal metal drum sur-
rounded by gargantuan pipes and fittings

leaking fluid and spewing steam. By sucking air
out of the chamber and running liquid nitrogen

through the walls, engineers can lower the temperature to
140°F below zero and mimic the conditions of outer space.
Which is why astronaut Joe Tanner is wearing a spacesuit as
he carries out a milestone test five months before the space
shuttle’s long-anticipated return to flight.

Tanner’s progress is being monitored onscreen by three
dozen engineers in a downsized version of mission control.
He’s testing a viscous material developed to patch damage to
the ceramic tiles that form a critical component of the Ther-
mal Protection System, whose failure doomed Columbia and
its seven astronauts two years earlier. The patching material
is officially called STA-54, which stands for Shuttle Tile
Ablator, but it’s popularly known as “goo.”

Tanner plans to dispense the goo
through a CIPAA—Cure-in-Place Ab-
lator Applicator—which consists of
two metal canisters containing sub-
stances that are mixed immediately
before application. (Think of it as a
space-age epoxy dispenser.) The goo
has worked perfectly at room tempera-
ture. Today’s test is meant to simulate
its application while in orbit in the 
much more forbidding environment of
space. After Tanner shoots it into 
specimen cups, the hardened goo will
be taken to another facility and roast-
ed for 15 minutes with an arc jet 
at 3,100°F to replicate reentry into
Earth’s atmosphere.

Tanner raises the lever on the first
canister; it opens. Then he tries Canister B.
Uh, Houston, we have a problem. He is repeat-
edly ordered to rotate the CIPAA so that various cameras can
zoom in on the jammed lever. Inside the control room, there’s
feverish discussion about how to free it. “This could be a 
really short test,” Tanner jokes. 

Nobody laughs. “We don’t need a failure today,” astronaut
Cady Coleman says tautly. The experiment has been months
in the making, and the clock is running. Inside the control
room, tension ratchets up as engineers argue about how to
proceed. Finally, CIPAA project engineer Rob Boyle
explodes: “We need to force it now. Is there a cheater bar in
the chamber?” Ultimately, Tanner manages to finesse the
canister open without resorting to the extra leverage and fills
several cups with a substance that looks suspiciously like
soft-serve ice cream.

In many respects, this test is a metaphor for NASA’s two-
steps-forward, one-step-back Return to Flight program. It’s
been harder than anyone imagined, and it has taken longer
than anyone expected. But NASA has finally pulled it off. This
month—as early as May 15—a new and improved Discovery
is to lift off from the Kennedy Space Center near Orlando to
deliver supplies to the International Space Station.

In the two years since Columbia disintegrated in a fireball,
showering debris over 2,000 square miles, NASA has spent
millions of man-hours and roughly a billion dollars upgrading
the shuttle. Yet the key question hanging over the Return to
Flight program remains unanswered: Can the agency re-
engineer a conceptually flawed, technologically obsolete, polit-
ically compromised vehicle with an abysmal safety record
into the cornerstone of the human-spaceflight program?

The shuttle’s critics—and they’re legion—say it can’t be
done. “That it’s flown as many times as it has is a tribute to the
genius and dedication of the program’s engineers,” says Alex
Roland, a former NASA historian who is now a professor at
Duke University. “But eventually the same thing will happen
that happened after Challenger: Maintenance and obsoles-
cence problems will creep in, and NASA won’t have the
money to address them. We ought to stop flying the shuttle.”

Predictably, NASA disagrees. Without the shuttle serving as
a pack mule, the half-built ISS—which the agency calls the
world’s greatest engineering challenge—will become the solar

system’s most sophisticated white elephant [see “The 
ISS: So Very Far to Go,” page 66]. But the space station is

the least of the pressures on the Disco-
very launch. One more disaster

would permanently ground the 
shuttle and, perhaps, the entire
manned-spaceflight program.
You might say that NASA is
gambling its future on this
next shuttle launch.

“This is not a 100 percent
safe vehicle,” acknowledges

shuttle program manager Bill 
Parsons, a former U.S. Marine Corps

officer who was brought in after several
shuttle managers were reassigned in the
wake of Columbia. “I’m going to be very
stressed the morning of the launch, no
doubt about it, and I’ll be stressed until
the morning it comes back home. But this

is the safest vehicle we’ve ever flown. I
believe we’re going to have a perfect launch.

After that, we’re going to make it look easy.”

THE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM KNOWN COLLECTIVELY AS THE
space shuttle consists of three major elements. The most
prominent is the orbiter, the winged vehicle that glides back
to Earth to the cheering crowds. The largest is the external
tank, which carries the rocket fuel that powers the orbiter’s
three main engines. A pair of solid rocket boosters completes
the so-called shuttle stack.

Because the liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen it holds are
supercooled, the external tank is covered with foam to prevent
the buildup of ice that could shear off during ascent and dam-
age the orbiter. Ironically, countless small chunks of this pro-
tective foam have themselves broken off the tank—or been
“liberated,” in NASA’s euphemistic parlance—since the first
shuttle flight and have routinely dinged tiles on the orbiter.
Since the foam is so much lighter than ice, this was considered
to be a maintenance issue rather than a critical flaw—until
Columbia’s last flight, in early 2003.

A briefcase-size bit of foam broke off Columbia’s external
tank 81.7 seconds after liftoff and struck a reinforced carbon-

”WE DON’T 
NEED A FAILURE

TODAY,” SAYS
ASTRONAUT   
CADY COLEMAN.
INSIDE THE

CONTROL   
ROOM,
TENSION

RATCHETS UP.
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ICE-BREAKERS
Two heating coils will warm the struts that connect
the external fuel tank to the orbiter, preventing water
on the struts from condensing into ice. Previously,
foam ramps insulated these struts. One of these
ramps broke off during Columbia’s launch, dam-
aged the orbiter’s wing, and doomed the shuttle. 

WING WATCH
NASA hopes the 88 sen-
sors embedded in the
leading edge of each
wing will detect all im-
pacts that occur during
liftoff and in orbit. Sixty-
six of the sensors will
monitor pressure; the
other 22 will check tem-
perature fluctuations.

[OLD]

[NEW]

REVAMPED 
& READY 
FOR TAKEOFF

Discovery will launch 
with a host of 

new safety systems

LIFTOFF VIEWS
The film camera on the orbiter’s
underside has been replaced by
a digital one that will document
any damage that occurs during
liftoff and immediately transmit
footage to Houston. An astronaut
equipped with a handheld digi-
tal cam will photograph the sep-
aration from the external tank.

ORBITAL CHECKUP
Engineers have fitted a new
50-foot-long boom to the
robotic arm that the shuttle
carries in its payload bay.
The boom is equipped with
a camera and laser sensor.
On a scheduled day while
in orbit, the astronauts will
set up the arm, attach the
boom, and pass it over the
underside of the orbiter to
inspect for damage.

STRENGTHENING THE SHIP
RCC panels on the wings and
nose were subjected to CT
scans, x-rays and flash ther-
mography to check for flaws,
then recoated and reinstalled.

•

•

•

•
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•

EXTERNAL
TANK

SOLID
ROCKET
BOOSTER

ORBITER

BOLT CATCHERS
New weld-free 
systems use a hon-
eycomb aluminum
material to ensnare
the explosive bolts
that release the
solid rocket boost-
ers. The old system
could have shed
dangerously.
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carbon (RCC) panel protecting the lead-
ing edge of the orbiter’s left wing at a rel-
ative speed of about 500 miles an hour.
At that moment, though nobody realized
it, Columbia was doomed. “That’s the
largest piece [of debris] I ever recall see-
ing, and it hit one of the worst spots pos-
sible,” says Greg Crews.

A self-possessed guy with a radio
announcer’s voice, Crews is a senior
engineer at United Space Alliance,
NASA’s main shuttle contractor. He’s
standing on a scaffold alongside Discov-
ery’s left wing at Kennedy Space Center,
where the orbiter is in the last stages of
a ground-up restoration. The belly of the
bird is sheathed by heat-resistant ce-
ramic tiles. But the leading edge of the
wing, which endures the highest temperatures during reentry,
is protected by even more exotic—and far more expensive—
RCC panels. As part of the Return to Flight program, each
panel has been removed and tested. All but one have already
been reinstalled; coincidentally, that one is No. 8, the very
panel that failed on Columbia. “The tiles are softer, so they’re
able to absorb impacts,” Crews says. “But RCC is very rigid. It
takes smaller hits without much damage. But bigger hits . . .”
He shakes his head.

An eight- to 10-inch hole allowed superheated air to pene-
trate RCC panel No. 8 during reentry, causing the left wing to
fail. Within hours, the independent Columbia Accident Inves-
tigation Board (CAIB) was created. Its subsequent report was
a scathing indictment of NASA, berating the agency for tech-
nical failures, its overhyping of the shuttle, and the cultural
arrogance that bred fatal overconfidence. “NASA made a bar-
gain with the astronauts to operate the shuttle safely,” says
CAIB member John M. Logsdon, director of the Space Policy
Institute at George Washington University,“and it did not live
up to that bargain.”

Four months after the accident, with NASA in full mea
culpa mode, agency administrator Sean O’Keefe vowed to
“comply fully without any equivocation” with CAIB’s return-
to-flight recommendations. Later, as reality set in, NASA
backed away from that bold pronouncement. The goal of elim-
inating all foam debris proved too expensive and too difficult.
And developing materials that astronauts could use to repair
tiles and RCC panels while in orbit, as recommended in the
CAIB report, remains a monumental head-scratcher. “It’s hard
enough to do this on the ground,” Mike Burghardt, who heads
Boeing’s Return to Flight activities, says with a booming
laugh. “The challenges [of doing it in space] are mind-
boggling.” Patch materials must be applied by people working
in bulky space suits, and they must be abraded to remove all
imperfections—anything less than a perfectly smooth surface
could spoil the craft’s aerodynamics.

Still, NASA met most of CAIB’s 15 recommendations.
Every flex hose was examined for inadvertent damage sus-
tained during maintenance. Several windows were made
thicker because engineers discovered that they were vulnera-

ble to debris. The bolt catchers were redesigned to more safely
capture the fasteners that break loose when the boosters sepa-
rate from the external tank. But the key fix involved the exter-
nal tank. After a barrage of wind-tunnel tests, computational-
fluid-dynamics analyses and more than 500 million supercom-
puter runs, NASA determined that foam debris weighing less
than half an ounce could cause catastrophic failure. So the tank
was redesigned to prevent anything larger than a marshmallow
from breaking loose.

From the start, engineers zeroed in on the upper attach-
ment points between the orbiter and the tank. To prevent ice
buildup, these so-called bipod fittings had been shrouded with

D.O.B.: 11/19/56, N.Y.
NOTABLE: First woman shut-
tle pilot and commander
HER WORDS: “I won’t even
get on a roller coaster at 
an amusement park because
they scare me.”

JIM KELLY
Shuttle Pilot

D.O.B.: 5/14/64, Iowa
NOTABLE: Classmate of three
Columbia astronauts
HIS WORDS: “I’m in love
with the idea of going to
other places, whether to the
space station or on to Mars.”

SHUTTLE MISSION 
STS-114 WILL 
LAUNCH THIS 
MONTH WITH 
THESE SEVEN 
ON BOARD

MEET
THE
CREW»

Multipurpose 
Laboratory 
Module*

Trusses and 
solar panels

CURRENT ISS COMPONENTS

COMPONENTS STILL TO BE DELIVERED BY THE SHUTTLE

» THE ISS: SO VERY 
FAR TO GO
Since the first module was launched
in 1998, 16 shuttle flights have 
delivered components to the Inter-
national Space Station. Completing
the station will require another 24
shuttle missions—an average of 
five per year if the station is to 
be finished by 2010. 

Russian 
docking 
module*

What’s up with NASA’s long-overdue shuttle replacement
vehicle? Get the latest at popsci.com/CEV.
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EILEEN COLLINS
Mission Commander
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In addition, Discovery’s wings were retrofitted with 132
accelerometers and 44 temperature sensors to detect debris
strikes and temperature spikes. The camera on the orbiter’s
belly was converted to digital to relay real-time images of
the liftoff. For the first two flights, at least, additional pre-
cautions are being taken: Yet another camera—mounted on
a new 50-foot-long boom that attaches to the robotic arm that
the shuttle carries in its payload bay—will scan for impact
damage once the craft is in orbit. And if irreparable damage
is detected, the astronauts should be able to remain docked
with the space station, where they and the station crew

foam ramps. The odd geometry of the ramps meant that the
foam had to be applied by hand rather than robotically,
which made it prone to internal voids and other defects that
may have allowed it to shear off during ascent. NASA’s solu-
tion was to nix the foam, inserting heating coils beneath the
bipod fittings. “We still may see some scrapes and small div-
ots [to the tile and RCC panels],” says Michael Kostelnik, the
can-do Air Force major general who was brought to NASA
to ramrod the shuttle and space-station programs. “But we’re
not going to see—and I can say this with certainty—the kind
of foam that came off and damaged Columbia.”

SOICHI NOGUCHI
Mission Specialist

D.O.B.: 4/15/65, Japan
NOTABLE: Found a piece of
Columbia tile in Texas
HIS WORDS: “I am more
aware [post-Columbia] of 
the risk that I’m going to
have. And still I feel ready.”

STEVE ROBINSON
Mission Specialist

ANDY THOMAS
Mission Specialist

WENDY LAWRENCE
Mission Specialist

CHARLIE CAMARDA
Mission Specialist

D.O.B.: 10/26/55, Calif.
NOTABLE: Guitarist in all-
astronaut rock band, Max Q
HIS WORDS: “The hardest
thing about being in aviation
is that you lose people who
are precious to you.”

D.O.B.: 7/2/59, Fla.
NOTABLE: Third-
generation military pilot
HER WORDS: “If we don’t
return to spaceflight, we will
not honor the Columbia crew
in an appropriate way.”

D.O.B.: 5/8/52, N.Y.
NOTABLE: Has a handy
expertise in thermal structures
HIS WORDS: “Spaceflight
will always be an experi-
ment; we need to learn from
every flight.”

D.O.B.: 12/18/51, Australia
NOTABLE: Carried a
boomerang on his first mis-
sion to ensure a safe return
HIS WORDS: “No matter
how well you’re trained, there
can be unexpected things.”

Russian 
solar-array 
platform

Trusses and 
solar panels
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could survive up to 45 days. Discovery would be jettisoned
to make room for Atlantis, which is being prepped ahead of
time as a rescue vehicle.

THE SHUTTLE IS A LOVE-IT OR HATE-IT PROPOSITION. DEFENDERS
laud it as a unique workhorse, the world’s only reusable
orbital vehicle. Critics agree that it was a technological mar-
vel—when it first flew, nearly a quarter of a century ago. But
today? “You couldn’t sell its computers at a garage sale,” says
Don A. Nelson, who retired from NASA in 1999 after a career
that spanned the Gemini, Apollo, Skylab and shuttle pro-
grams. And the dollars lavished on this space-going dinosaur
have stunted the development of a long-overdue replacement. 

Still, the shuttle’s worst sin, in the eyes of its detractors, is
that it hasn’t met expectations. When the Apollo program
ended, NASA was determined to pursue what it saw as its
quasi-divine mission to establish a permanent human pres-
ence in space. To persuade a skeptical Congress to
cough up the funding, NASA claimed it could
build a reusable vehicle that would fly
every two weeks at a cost of about $35
million per launch (in 2005 dollars).
For those keeping score at home, the
five shuttle orbiters (of which three
remain) have flown a grand total of
113 missions since 1981, and flights
now cost nearly $500 million apiece.
“It was clear that they were proposing
something that was impossible to
achieve,” Roland says. “And everything
that has happened since is a conse-
quence of that refusal to recognize
technical reality.”

It is difficult, if not impossible, to
calculate the odds of catastrophic
failure of a system as complex as the
shuttle’s flying missions so fraught
with uncertainty. A few years ago,
NASA put the odds at about one in 250.
The agency’s risk assessors are still reworking
that number in light of the Columbia disaster and the
redesign. But even the sunniest Pollyannas acknowledge the
potential for a third tragedy. The shuttle’s crude bailout sys-
tem allows astronauts to parachute to safety only from rel-
atively low altitudes. “The Return to Flight program is a
Band-Aid,” Nelson says. “Without an escape system, I would
say that the odds of losing another crew are 100 percent.”

Of course, if safety were the main goal, we’d send robots—
which would be just fine with some NASA critics. “Man in the
loop is just another error source,” Nelson says. Many other
experts agree. “We spend an exorbitant amount of money put-
ting people in space to perform tasks that machines can do
much better,” says Steven Weinberg, a Nobel Prize–winning
physicist at the University of Texas.

This is heresy to spaceniks eager to colonize the solar sys-
tem. For President George W. Bush, who in 2004 unveiled
ambitious (read: unfunded) plans to establish a colony on the

moon and use it as a jumping-off
point for an expedition to Mars,
saddling up the shuttle is Job One.
“Flying the shuttle again is the first
step, because we need to finish

building the space station, and the space station is needed to
do research on the human body spending long periods of time
in space,” says Eileen Collins, Discovery’s commander. Collins
has the just-the-facts-ma’am personality you’d expect of an Air
Force colonel with three shuttle missions under her belt, but
she waxes positively passionate when she talks about human
spaceflight. “It may sound crazy, but I believe that the long-
term goal for the human race ought to be getting people off
this planet and living elsewhere in the solar system.”

ASTRONAUTS SOICHI NOGUCHI AND STEVE ROBINSON ARE
sitting back to back. Both are wearing helmets, goggles and
gloves. Noguchi appears to be meditating; Robinson is hold-
ing out his hands and slowly rotating them, like a hippie trip-
ping on acid. This vaguely surreal scene is unfolding in the
Virtual Reality Lab at Johnson Space Center, where the men
are about to simulate an EVA—extravehicular activity, in

NASA-speak, or what civilians call a spacewalk. “Your
chances to test something in space are so limited,” robot-

ics guru Ken Huffman says. “So you have
to take your best shot in here.”

On one of Discovery’s three
scheduled EVAs, Noguchi and
Robinson will test two experi-
mental repair techniques, one
for tile and the other for RCC.
Two more materials will be
evaluated in the payload bay.

As for the so-called goo so
assiduously vetted in the human

thermal vacuum chamber, it will be
carried onboard but won’t be tested,

because it takes too long to apply during
a spacewalk with the cumbersome appli-
cator. So the good news is that Discov-
ery’s crew will have no fewer than five
repair methods in their tool kit. (Various

methods might be required, depending
on whether the damage affects tiles or

RCC panels and how serious it is.) The bad
news: None will be ready for prime time. Some

are prone to developing potentially destabilizing air bubbles;
others are so new that they have not yet been adequately 
tested. And even if they worked as advertised, none could
repair the sort of damage that destroyed Columbia.

On a dozen or so screens in the VR Lab, digital versions
of Noguchi and Robinson float between the faithfully mod-
eled shuttle and space station. Blue lines—imagine Star
Wars light sabers—emanate from their helmets and angle
crazily to represent their shifting lines of sight. “The idea,”
says Dave Homan, who runs the lab like a private fiefdom,
“is that all the sensors on the boom have failed.” So instead
of relying on the boom to photograph potential damage to
the orbiter, Noguchi and Robinson are snapping photos with
digital cameras while astronauts inside the shuttle and the
space station direct them.

NASA, whose shuttle bureaucracy encompasses 20,000
workers at dozens of facilities, runs simulations galore. Teams
devise fiendish emergency scenarios for astronauts to resolve
on the spot. There’s even a zero-gravity toilet (the “space
potty”) for training purposes. “We have new vendors who
come in and say, ‘I’ll just pull out

Noman

“YOU COULDN’T 
SELL [THE

SHUTTLE’S]
COMPUTERS

AT A GARAGE   
SALE,” SAYS 

DON A. NELSON,
RETIRED NASA

MISSION   
PLANNER.

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 114)
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RAW POWER Engineers
complete installation of
Discovery’s three engines.
One improvement: new
high-pressure turbo-pumps. 
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T’S JULY IN LAS VEGAS, AND THE RELENTLESS MIDDAY 
desert sun has already pushed the outside temperature into
three digits. But here inside the Alexis Park Resort, it’s cool and
dark. The bar is open, and the room is beginning to fill up. It’s 
1 p.m., the big game has just begun, and, as you’d expect in the
world epicenter for sports gambling, the room glows with the

light from dozens of screens catching every nuance of the action.
But these aren’t television screens, they’re laptops. And the motley assort-

ment of guys peering into them and busily clicking away at keyboards aren’t
gamblers looking to score some last-second intel on the game, they’re hack-
ers—and this is the game.

Welcome to Def Con, the self-proclaimed “largest underground hacking
event in the world.” That’s a tough claim to verify, what with the fetishistic
value the attendees and organizers of such gatherings place on privacy, but
there is no doubt that Def Con has exploded in popularity in the 12 years since
a 21-year-old hacker dubbed The Dark Tangent (a.k.a. Jeff Moss) decided to
launch the event as a way to meet a bunch of friends he’d only known online.
About a 100 such friends answered his call for that first conference in 1993; 
at the 2004 Con, every one of the 4,000 preprinted entry badges sold out early.
To get one, all you needed to do was show up at the door, $80 cash in hand. 
No preregistration, no names, no questions asked.

And what do The Dark Tangent’s underground army of friends get for their
80 bucks? They get a three-day program packed with panel presentations on
everything from the latest security research to tips on hacking your car. They
get a chance to test themselves in a full slate of competitions, including War
Driving (a scavenger hunt to identify unprotected wireless-access points in Las
Vegas), Wi-Fi Shootout (a contest to establish long-distance wireless connec-
tions in the desert) and Spot the Fed (a game that awards T-shirts to those who
successfully identify government agents in the crowd)—not to mention the
hallowed annual coffee-brewing challenge (these guys are serious about their
java). And they get their choice of three swimming pools, at least one of which
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YESTERDAY’S 
COMPUTER HACKERS ARE

TODAY’S “SECURITY
PROFESSIONALS.” BUT 

WHEN THE WORLD’S TOP GEEKS
DESCEND ON VEGAS 

FOR A 34-HOUR BATTLE OF 
THE BRAINS, THE BLACK HATS

COME OUT

BY ROBIN MEJIA////////PHOTOGRAPH BY TOM SCHIERLITZ
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matter, the ’90s, have grown up. The
humor and attitude are still there—at the
moment I’m looking at a laptop sticker
that reads “My other machine is your
Linux box”—but the guys who qualify for
Capture the Flag aren’t kids.

Take Viega as Exhibit A: He’s 30 years
old, a father of two. He has written some
important open-source software (includ-
ing a program called Mailman, which you
may use if you belong to e-mail listservs).
He has taught university classes, pub-
lished three books on writing secure code,
and, in 2001, founded his company, which
now employs 31 and where he is chief
technology officer. He was so busy the
week before the conference that he failed

is guaranteed at all times to be the scene of a boozy party, complete with DJ.
But the signature event of Def Con, the sun around which all else orbits, is

the game just getting under way in this slightly seedy banquet room: an elec-
tronic version of Capture the Flag. Eight elite teams of hackers have advanced
out of the 21 that entered an earlier qualifying tournament, and each team
occupies one set of the conference tables that ring a nine-foot-tall scoring cen-
ter, each set of tables littered with laptops and the team’s server, or “game
box.” As in the game we all played in summer camp, the object here is to grab
your opponents’ flags while protecting your own—but these “flags” don’t
exist anywhere except the virtual worlds inside those servers.

Def Con’s Capture the Flag competition is the Super Bowl of hacking,
though it must be said that a room full of pale, black-garbed geeks typing away
and piling up Red Bull empties doesn’t exactly call to mind the smashmouth
physicality of the gridiron. On the other hand, you’ve got to give the athletes
assembled in this room the nod when it comes to stamina. Football’s super-
stars need to be at the top of their game for only about four hours. The guys
here are going to be staring into these laptop screens for the next 33 hours.

AS AFTERNOON HEADS INTO 
EVENING,THE BACON TABLE IS

LITTERED WITH EMPTY CHIP BAGS 
AND LIQUOR BOTTLES.

{ }
AS THE GAME GETS GOING, THE MOOD IN THE ROOM IS TENSE. EVEN
though Capture the Flag has been played in Vegas every summer for the past
eight years, players never know exactly what they’re in for until they arrive.
About an hour ago, the organizers—a Seattle-based group known as the
Ghetto Hackers, who took the reins of the game in 2002 after winning it
three years running—handed out CDs and instructions for a scenario mod-
eled on corporate espionage. (Or, as it’s laid out in the rules, theft.) The teams
represent banks, competing to capture “tokens” instead of flags. About 
10 times an hour, an automated program places a token—a small piece of
code—onto each team’s game server. The tokens represent valuable data
that, in the real world, would be a tempting target to be scrutinized or stolen.

Whichever team emerges as the winner by tomorrow night will score a cov-
eted set of black Def Con badges, good for free entry to the Con for life (and
bragging rights for a year). Probably more important, though, everyone who
plays will get a reality check on his security skills. The game is designed to be
as realistic as possible—to make participants attack and defend the kinds of
services real companies use online. The Ghetto Hackers know what real secu-
rity problems look like; most of them work on those problems for a living.

So do most of the folks I’m sitting with, the members of a team called
Bacon, which is named after the only thing the 12 teammates could think of
that they all liked. If the bookies down on the Strip were putting a line on this
year’s event, Bacon would be among the clear favorites. I met John Viega, the
closest thing the group has to a leader, two years ago at a table about 20 feet
from where we’re sitting now. At the time, he and many of the current Bacon
players were on a team called Immunix (named after a Linux security com-
pany), which eventually took a very close second place. Most of Viega’s team-
mates work or have worked for him at a start-up called Secure Software,
though they’re supplemented by two men from Cox Communications, one
from Intel, another from AOL, and one guy who talks with me all weekend
but refuses to tell me his name or where he works. 

If, for the most part, this sounds like a pretty mature crowd for a hacker con-
ference, that’s because this is 2004. The teenagers of the 1980s, and, for that

to make hotel reservations. Then again, he
won’t need a room if he doesn’t sleep.

Leaning over the table, Viega is
urgently and quietly trying to map out a
game plan. The Bacon players are down-
loading applications from their game
server to their laptops and beginning to
analyze them. The Ghetto Hackers have
written applications (and modified some
off-the-shelf ones) in ways that leave
them vulnerable to attacks by a skilled
hacker. Bacon’s looking to pick those
locks, slip into the other teams’ servers,
and pilfer their precious tokens.

And soon the effort pays off. At about
4, an announcer gets on the PA system:
“We’d like to give a shout-out to Bacon:
the first blood of the game.” Viega has
hacked into five teams’ systems. The
others still have plenty of time to catch
up, though. The contest won’t end for
another 30 hours.

MANY PEOPLE—HACKERS INCLUDED—
try to divide the hacking community into
two clearly distinct camps: “black hats,”
who are looking for holes so that they
can exploit them and perhaps even steal

See how they play Spot the Fed 
at Def Con: popsci.com/defcon.

http://popsci.com/defcon
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BRINGING HOME THE BACON
John Viega at Secure Software, his

McLean, Virginia, start-up
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data or spread viruses, and “white hats,” who
look for holes so that they can plug them
before they’re discovered by black hats. The
reality is often far more gray, but there have
always been hackers from both camps at the
Con. (And part of the appeal of Capture the
Flag is that even the purest of the white hats
gets to be a bad guy for a weekend.)

As people come to rely more and more
on electronic data exchanges in their daily
lives, opportunities for hackers of both
stripes are growing. Even something as sim-
ple as an ATM receipt can make you vul-
nerable to attack, warns Robert Morris, a former National Security Agency
chief scientist speaking at a Def Con panel session. “Don’t just leave it at the
ATM,” he says. “Don’t throw it on the sidewalk. I’m not going into what the
problem looks like right now—some of you already know—but if you leave
it at the ATM, you’re going to lose a lot of money.”

The growing popularity of wireless communications opens up even more
avenues for electronic entry. At another panel, members of the Shmoo Group
(a loose collective of security geeks that includes several Bacon players) pre-
sent a program that would let someone hijack all the traffic at an Internet
hotspot. They also show off a small “hackerbot”on wheels that finds unsecured
Wi-Fi users and shows them their passwords on a large screen. Later in the
weekend, three teens who have come to Def Con from Ohio describe how they

Early on, Viega discovers a weakness
in the MUD’s access controls, rules that
should limit what he is able to do. Soon
he has gained “wizard” privileges, which
give him the power to do things a regular
user can’t—like write code that allows
him to burgle some tokens.

As the afternoon heads into evening,
the Bacon table is littered with empty
chip bags and liquor bottles. Viega and
company have killed a bottle of Jack
Daniels and one of Bailey’s, and a liter of
Wild Turkey is on its way.

AT AROUND 8 P.M., A GHETTO HACKER
strolls over to talk to Viega. “You submit-
ted your own token, didn’t you?” he asks.

“What do you mean?” Viega replies,
and he keeps up the pretense for several
minutes of back-and-forth, but eventu-
ally his smile gives him away. To score
points, players submit the tokens they’ve
stolen to a scoring server. Bacon player
Pravir Chandra, a cheerful guy in a
Hawaiian-print shirt who does security
work for AOL,

“WE’RE OWNED,” VIEGA GROANS.
“THE TITLE OF THE PHP INTERFACE  

READS ‘SK3WLED BY ROOT.’”{ }
drove around Cincinnati looking for unsecured wireless Internet connections,
then knocked on doors and asked the people inside whether they wanted to
have their connections fixed. “They kind of freaked out, so we were looking for
something to do with all this equipment we’d just bought,” says Ben Corrado,
explaining what inspired them to attend Def Con, where they won the Wi-Fi
Shootout by establishing a wireless connection across 55.1 miles in the desert.

TO THE UNINITIATED, IT LOOKS LIKE THE PEOPLE PLAYING CAPTURE THE
Flag are simply hunkered at their laptops. The bulk of their time is spent por-
ing over line after line of computer code, thinking of ways to penetrate it, and
writing several lines of code to try out an idea. Most of the time, it doesn’t work.

Every few minutes, the Ghetto Hackers throw a video clip up on the wall
to break the monotony. A lot of it is classic arrested-development stuff:
women in skimpy outfits using heavily vibrating power tools, that sort of
thing. Meanwhile, over by the bar, some attendees project a “Wall of
Shame,” listing the usernames and first few password characters of fellow
attendees who have been foolish enough to troll without encryption on the
Con’s wireless network.

One of the applications featured in this year’s game, a multiuser domain,
or MUD, was probably included in recognition of the amount of time most
of these guys have spent online during their lives. MUDs are text-based
multiuser online games that players can log onto remotely. They’ve been
around since the ’80s; geeks will recognize them as the precursors to games
like EverQuest. A MUD isn’t all that different from a chat room, and people
have been meeting in MUDs for decades. Each team is required to run a
MUD and let players from other teams log in.

➤DEFCON IN 2005

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 112)
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Def Con 13 will be held July 29–31 at
the Alexis Park Resort Hotel in Las
Vegas. To get in, simply show up at the
door with $80. This year’s Con will
again feature a Capture the Flag game,
but with new organizers and rules. The
game may include lone gunmen as well
as teams, and may allow techniques
such as hardware hacking and “social
engineering”—the art of conning peo-
ple into revealing sensitive information.
That’s up to the organizers, who at the
time of this writing hadn’t yet been
chosen by The Dark Tangent, Con czar
Jeff Moss. His ideal Flag-bearers, he
said, would be “an evil large multina-
tional corporation, a nefarious group of
genius autonomous hackers, or a shad-
owy government organization from
somewhere in the world.” For more
information, go to defcon.org.

http://defcon.org
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IN THE U.S., THE SERVICE PROVIDERS—
Cingular, Sprint, T-Mobile and Verizon—
largely control the phones you can use on
their networks. So before you get your heart
set on a specific model, consider what the
carrier will bring to the table.

There are two voice networks: CDMA (Veri-
zon and Sprint) and GSM (T-Mobile and
Cingular). There is no inherent difference in
quality between the two, but GSM phones
store your contacts and service info (though
not applications) on a removable SIM card,
which means that upgrading devices or
switching between a workday smartphone
and a more portable weekend phone is a
breeze—just swap the SIM. 

All of the carriers have data networks with
speeds similar to a home dial-up connection
[see “Data Speeds,” below]. But CDMA is 
further along in rolling out the next genera-
tion of data connectivity, which will bring
broadband-like speeds. Verizon already
offers its high-speed network, EV-DO, in 
30 cities, and Sprint will officially launch 
EV-DO service later this year. Cingular is
about a year away from fully deploying the
GSM equivalent network, known as UMTS. 
(T-Mobile hasn’t yet announced its plans.)
In addition to significantly faster browsing,
these high-speed networks make it possible
to get smooth streaming video and audio. 
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SOURCE: “DATA CAPABILITIES: GPRS TO HSDPA,” 
RYSAVY RESEARCH, SEPT. 2004
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Here’s how fast you can expect
to surf on your smartphone

CINGULAR/
T-MOBILE

VERIZON/
SPRINT

For years, the phrase “PDA–phone combo”
brought to mind clunky bricks that appealed to only
the most connectivity-crazed early adopters. But the
latest incarnations of these devices, now known by
the more marketing-friendly tag “smartphone,” are
finally fit for the rest of us. 

SO WHY DO YOU WANT ONE?
Beyond the obvious calling capabilities, smartphones
keep your calendar and address book close at 
hand (and ever more easily synced with your PC),

provide access to e-mail and the Web, 
let you view and edit Word and Excel 
documents, listen to MP3s, and even
watch movies. Sell the PDA on eBay, 
and leave the laptop at home.

What makes these phones truly smart 
is that they enable you to install applica-
tions beyond those offered by your carrier,
which means hundreds of apps rather
than a handful to choose from, and total
control over the phone’s functionality.
Don’t like the way its address book
works? Download a new one. Want real-
time flight and gate updates? A calorie
counter? A remote for your DVD player?
Chances are there’s an app for it. 

Smartphones separate themselves in
another key area: connectivity. Many
allow you to fetch e-mail from your cor-
porate server or personal account, and 
several have Qwerty keypads that make
replying from the road a real option. And
instead of a plodding, text-only version of
Web surfing, smartphones have actual
browsers that can render sites such as
Google and Yahoo true to form.

The trade-off? Beyond price—and
these are the most expensive phones you
can buy—most are still bigger than a
plain cellphone because they have larger
displays and a means of inputting text.
They also tend to suck your battery dry
within a day. And although broadband-
like surfing is possible with some smart-

phones, the carriers are years away from
offering ubiquitous coverage with their new high-
speed networks, most of which are just starting to roll
out.

But these are minor grievances. The phones on 
the following pages are the most capable portable
devices ever produced, allowing you to stay con-
nected 24/7 to friends, family and colleagues and 
to take care of business anytime, from anywhere. 
If that’s your thing, follow this four-step guide to

find your perfect phone.

TURN THE PAGE TO
COMPARE CARRIERSR



http://www.call2recycle.org
http://www.rbrc.org
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THE CORPORATE EXEC
Windows Mobile for PocketPCs
This workhorse of an OS invariably arrives
on a large PDA-centric device that’s perfect
for editing documents and browsing the
Web. With Virtual Private Network software,
it’s the most likely to let you fetch your work
e-mail. It’s not all business, though. The
screens are typically big enough for portable
video, and some devices can play songs
downloaded from sites such as Napster.

THE LIGHT USER
Windows Mobile for Smartphones
The Smartphone edition is built for quick
one-handed access to your address, con-
tacts and e-mail but has no touchscreen
capability, so replying to e-mail is some-
what cumbersome. There are also fewer
applications written for this platform, but
they’re mostly consumer-oriented—games,
health monitors and foreign-language 
dictionaries, for example. 

THE MULTI-TASKER
Symbian
Symbian is generally better than the others
at handling multiple tasks at once—say,
streaming music while playing Scrabble and
fielding a call. There are a variety of flavors:
Symbian Series 60 covers the basics, such 
as calendar, e-mail and Web apps. Symbian
UIQ adds touchscreen data entry, and the
powerhouse Series 80 adds support for
widescreen displays and Qwerty keyboards.

THE TRADITIONALIST
Palm OS
The first successful PDA operating system,
Palm may be the most familiar to people.
With a legacy of applications written for
Palm handhelds, you can find just about
anything you’d want for work or play. 
Currently only a few smartphones use 
Palm, but we’re likely to see many more
Palm smartphones when version 6 of the 
OS comes out later this year.

ALL FOUR OF THE CURRENT SMARTPHONE operating systems support
the core promise of the device: quick access to calendar, contacts, e-mail
and the Web, as well as the ability to handle third-party apps. That said,
each appeals to a slightly different user.

CINGULAR
THE GOOD Uses SIM card, has “rollover 
minutes,” wide coverage, lots of smartphones
THE BAD High-speed network 
currently limited to six markets
FREQUENCIES AND NETWORKS
850/1,900MHz GSM; GPRS, EDGE, UMTS
DATA PRICING From $20/month, for 5 MB, 
to $80/month, for unlimited data
SMARTPHONES Audiovox SMT5600,
Motorola MPX220, Nokia 6620, Nokia
N-Gage QD, Siemens SX66, Treo 600, Treo 650

SPRINT
THE GOOD Pay-as-you-go data for light users
THE BAD High-speed network 
not widely available until early 2006 
FREQUENCIES AND NETWORKS
800/1,900MHz CDMA; 1xRTT, EV-DO
DATA PRICING 1¢/K for pay-as-you-go; $20/
month for non-PocketPC devices and $35 for
PocketPCs, for unlimited 1x data and messages
SMARTPHONES Audivox PPC-6600, Samsung
i500, Samsung i600, Treo 600, Treo 650

T-MOBILE
THE GOOD Wide range of devices, cheap
data, easy data roaming in Europe; 
Wi-Fi-enabled devices can switch seamlessly 
to T-Mobile Wi-Fi hotspots
THE BAD No official upgrade plan to 
UMTS, limited rural coverage
FREQUENCY AND NETWORKS
1,900MHz GSM; GPRS, EDGE
DATA PRICING $30–$80/month, for unlimited
data, depending on device
SMARTPHONES HP6315/6310, Nokia 3660,
Nokia N-Gage QD, Treo 600

VERIZON WIRELESS
THE GOOD High-speed data network has 
the best coverage
THE BAD Typically slow to adopt 
new phones, expensive
FREQUENCIES AND NETWORKS
800/1,900MHz CDMA; 1xRTT, EV-DO
DATA PRICING Plans range from 
$30/month, for 5 MB of 1xRTT data, to
$80/month, for unlimited EV-DO data
SMARTPHONES Audiovox XV6600,
Samsung i600, Samsung i700, Treo 600

RR

RR

RR

RR
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STEP2
OPERATING SYSTEM

PICK YOUR R
RRRR CARRIER BREAKDOWN

FIND OUT MORE ABOUT THE
SMARTPHONES HIGHLIGHTED
ABOVE IN STEP 3
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HP iPaq h6315 2.9 x 2.25 in. 240 x 320 SD card slot, SDIO64 MBWM PocketPC 5 hrs. 5.5 days
Audiovox XV6600 2.9 x 2.25 in. 240 x 320 SD card slot, SDIO128 MBWM PocketPC 2.5 hrs. 3 days
Samsung i730 2.3 x 1.75 in. 240 x 320 SD card slot64 MBWM PocketPC N/A N/A
Nokia 6620 1.75 x 1.5 in. 176 x 208 MMC card slot12 MBSymbian 60 4 hrs. 8 days
Audiovox SMT5600 1.75 x 1.4 in. 176 x 220 Mini-SD card slot32 MBWM Smartphone 4 hrs. 5.8 days
PalmOne Treo 650 1.8 x 1.8 in. 320 x 320 SD card slot, SDIO23 MBPalm 6 hrs. 12.5 days
Nokia 9300 1.25 x 3.9 in. 640 x 200 MMC card slot80 MBSymbian 80 3–7 hrs. 6.5–8.3 days
Motorola MPx220 1.25 x 1.5 in. 176 x 220 Mini-SD card slot64 MBWM Smartphone 5–7 hrs. 5.8–10.8 days
Sony Ericsson P910 1.6 x 2.4 in. 208 x 208 Memory Stick Duo Pro64 MBSymbian UIQ 13 hrs. 16.7 days
Sierra Wireless Voq 1.75 x 1.4 in. 176 x 220 SD card slot80 MBWM Smartphone 6 hrs. 4.1 days

TALK TIME STANDBY TIME

No
Yes
No
No
No
Varies*

*The CDMA model has GPS; the GSM version doesn’t

No
No
No
No

GPSRRR SIZE RESOLUTION 
(PIXELS)

EXPANDABLEBUILT INOSSPECS
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2. Audiovox
XV6600
The biggest of the
bunch, it skips Wi-Fi in
favor of Verizon’s high-
speed EV-DO network,
which means large-
screen surfing at
broadband speeds.
The backlit slide-out
keypad is best suited to
smaller fingers.
$550–$600; Verizon

1. HP iPaq
h6315 
PocketPC
This PDA-lookalike
gets even bigger when
you add its separate
snap-on thumb key-
board, but its massive
screen and built-in
Wi-Fi make it a pretty
trusty laptop replace-
ment. $500; T-Mobile

3. Samsung
i730
About two thirds the
size of other PocketPC
models, the next-gen
i730 operates on the
EV-DO network and
has a slide-out thumb
keyboard. Price and 
carrier not set

4. Nokia 6620
Looking more like a
plain cellphone, the
6620 is a good starter
smartphone. Its Sym-
bian 60 OS makes
transferring data,
photos and music
drag-and-drop easy.
$200–$400; Cingular

6. PalmOne 
Treo 650
This upgrade to the
popular Treo 600
adds Bluetooth, a
higher-resolution dis-
play and a smaller
profile to the simple
Palm OS and very
usable Qwerty
thumbpad that made
the first one such a
hit. $450–$600;
Sprint and Cingular

5. Audiovox
SMT5600
This phone is tiny 
compared with its
peers. Display e-mail
and Word documents,
which are easily navi-
gated with the control
pad, while the music
player and camera
keep you entertained.
$300; Cingular
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HP iPaq h6315
Audiovox XV6600
Samsung i730
Nokia 6620
Audiovox SMT5600
PalmOne Treo 650
Nokia 9300
Motorola MPx220
Sony Ericsson P910
Sierra Wireless Voq

Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, infrared GSMNo640 x 480 GPRS 850/900/1,800/1,900

FREQUENCIES 
(MHZ)

4.6 x 2.9 x 0.7 in. 6.7 oz.
Bluetooth, infrared CDMAYesN/A 1x, EV-DO 800/1,900 4.9 x 2.8 x 0.7 in. 7.4 oz.
Bluetooth, infrared CDMAYesN/A 1x, EV-DO 800/1,900 4.5 x 2.3 x 1 in. 5.5 oz.
Bluetooth, infrared GSMYes640 x 480 GPRS, EDGE 850/1,800/1,900 4.3 x 2.3 x 0.9 in. 4.4 oz.
Bluetooth, infrared GSMNo640 x 480 GPRS 850/1,800/1,900 4.2 x 1.8 x 0.7 in. 3.6 oz.
Bluetooth, infrared GSM/CDMANo640 x 480 GPRS/1x GSM: 850/900/1,800/1,900

CDMA: 800/1,900 4.4 x 2.3 x 0.9 in. 6.3 oz.
Bluetooth, infrared GSMNoN/A GPRS, EDGE 850/1,800/1,900 5.2 x 2 x 0.8 in. 5.9 oz.
Bluetooth, infrared GSMYes1,280 x 960 GPRS 850/900/1,800/1,900 3.9 x 1.9 x 1in. 3.9 oz.
Bluetooth, infrared GSMYes640 x 480 GPRS 850/1,800/1,900 4.5 x 2.3 x 1 in. 5.5 oz.
Infrared GSMYesN/A GPRS 850/1,800/1,900 5.2 x 2.1 x 0.9 in. 4.9 oz.

DIMENSIONS WEIGHT
OTHER WIRELESS 
CAPABILITIES

VOICE
RECOGNITION

DATA
CAPABILITY

VOICE 
NETWORK

CAMERA
RESOLUTION

7. Nokia 9300
Closed, this phone

looks and acts like an
oversize candy bar. But

flip it open horizon-
tally, and you’ll find a
Web-page-wide  dis-

play and huge key-
board. It’s one of the

best phones available
for browsing and doc-

ument editing. Price
not set; direct from
Nokia; works with

Cingular and T-Mobile

9. Sony 
Ericsson P910
Nominally a flip phone
with a tiny detachable
keypad, the P910
relies primarily on its
touchscreen. The large
display, MP3 player
and Memory Stick
Duo slot make this 
a good phone for
movies and music.
$500; direct from
Sony; works with 
Cingular and T-Mobile

8. Motorola
MPx220

This traditional flip
phone may seem too

small for business, but
with a one-megapixel

camera, mini-SD 
card slot to hold docu-
ments and photos, and

Windows Mobile for
Smartphones, it is

plenty capable. It also
works on overseas

GSM networks. 
$460; Cingular

10. Sierra
Wireless Voq
The Voq has taken
some flak for its bulky
design, but the unique
keyboard that flips 
out of the bottom third
of the phone is sur-
prisingly usable. It
also sports a full-size
SD-card expansion
slot for moving files
and music to and
from the device.
$460–$500; Cingular
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WORLDMATE
2005 [left] This
power tool for trav-
elers includes itiner-
ary management,
real-time updated
flight schedules for
800 airlines, global
weather, dialing
codes, currency con-
verters, a tip calcula-
tor—even a packing
adviser. $70 » 
mobimate.com

DIET & EXERCISE
ASSISTANT Moni-
tor your weight,
nutrition and exer-
cise using the data-
base of nearly 10,000
food items and their
calorie tables, includ-
ing many from
national restaurant
chains. It also calcu-
lates your optimum
daily food budget.
$20 » keyoe.com

TAPSMART
KEYLINK Connect
your phone to a PC
using Bluetooth or
the USB cable/dock,
and use your PC key-
board to enter data
and the mouse to
navigate your smart-
phone’s menus. 
Plug in a monitor to
mirror your Palm’s
screen. $30 »
mobilityware.com

TOTAL REMOTE
[left] Control your
DVD player, TV,
stereo and more
with your phone.
Select your compo-
nents from a 10,000-
product database,
or program them 
by pointing your
handset at the
remote you want 
to replace. $25 » 
griffintechnology.com

VOICE 
TRANSLATOR
Speak a phrase into
your phone, and this
app will speak the
translation back. It
offers phrases in five
languages, all stored
in easy-to-find cate-
gories. The transla-
tions aren’t always
perfect, but they’re
perfect in a pinch.
$40 » speereo.com

TINYGPS Use your
PocketPC’s GPS to
trigger events based
on your location.
Have it change your
handset to “silent”
when you come
home or automati-
cally sound an
alarm when you
reach your train 
station so that you
can grab a nap. 
$18 » psiloc.com

PHOTOFUSION
[left] Give your cell-
cam big camera fea-
tures such as macro,
collage modes and
360-degree panora-
mas. Filters include
color enhancement,
contrast and sharp-
ening, as well as a
night mode that can
improve low-light
shots. $20 »
scalado.com

MOBCAM Use your
handset as a port-
able webcam that
you can access from
any browser in the
world. Program it 
to send images at
specific intervals 
or when it detects
motion. Great for
watching over the
baby while you’re 
in the other room.
Free » mobcam.cz

SCANZOOM Just
slap the removable
close-focus lens
onto your phone’s
camera (not neces-
sary for 1MP mod-
els) and use it to
snap a product’s
barcode. ScanZoom
will give you a cur-
rent price compari-
son from Amazon
and Pricegrabber.
$20 » scanzoom.com

STEP4 ADDYOUR APPLICATIONSRRGUIDE

POPSCI
THE

BUYER’S

SMART
PHONES The best way to smarten up your smartphone is to take advantage of the vast range of programs specifically designed

to add sizzle to your mobile life. These are just a few of our favorites, but you can find thousands more at online stores
such as handango.com and palmone.com, organized by category and platform. These tiny applications—typically
around 90 kilobytes—can be purchased instantly and then downloaded and installed via your PC. A number of these
apps are available for more than one operating system, but not all are compatible with every phone. Many offer trial
versions, so you can see how useful they are before clicking “buy.”—NIGEL POWELL

RR

Find more killer smartphone applications at popsci.com.

http://keyoe.com
http://griffintechnology.com
http://www.speereo.com
http://handango.com
http://palmone.com
http://mobimate.com
http://mobilityware.com
http://scanzoom.com
http://mobcam.cz
http://scalado.com
http://popsci.com
http://psiloc.com
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SCREEN

1
Danger Hiptop Sidekick II
The latest “it” gadget among the celebrity set, the
Sidekick features a unique screen that rotates up to
reveal a spacious backlit keypad. The device’s
oblong shape feels comfortable in your hands for
typing but makes it an awkward phone without a
headset. $200–$300; T-Mobile

2
RIM Blackberry 7100
You have to try the RIM’s hybrid Qwerty thumb
keyboard to believe its accuracy. It learns words
you use frequently, and you can add words to its
dictionary. Another plus: RIM has opened the OS
to third-party developers, so expect new applica-
tions to emerge. $200–$300; Cingular, T-Mobile

3
LG F9100
When this cellphone’s thumb keyboard slides out,
the instant-messaging application automatically
starts up, and the screen smartly shifts its orienta-
tion from portrait to landscape for more words per
line. The phone supports instant messaging from
AOL, MSN and Yahoo, but not e-mail.
$100–$200; Cingular

4
Ogo
Think of it as a sort of Blackberry for the teen set.
This messaging-only device uses the cellphone 
network to check e-mail and send both instant and
text messages. It’s bulky and not very customiz-
able, but for texters, the generous keyboard and
large display make up for it. $80–110; direct
from Ogo; works with Cingular

If you find yourself typing on your cellphone as much as you talk 
on it, these are the phones for you. The four devices shown here 
are not true smartphones in that they lack a standard operating
system with hundreds of third-party applications that you can
install. Instead they offer large, usable keyboards and easy access
to messaging software, so you can text, IM, or e-mail with ease.

THE BEST MESSAGING OPTIONS RRRRRRRRRRRR

Sidekick II 1.5 x 2.25 in.
Blackberry 7100 1.75 x 1.6 in.
LG F9100 1.5 x 1.25 in.
Ogo 1.75 x 2.75 in.

RRR SIZE

240 x 160 
320 x 320 
128 x 160 
240 x 160 

RESOLUTION 
(PIXELS)

2.6 x 5.1 x 0.75 in.
4.7 x 2.3 x 0.75 in.
4.1 x 1.9 x 0.9 in.
2.9 x 4.5 x 1 in.

DIMENSIONS

4.5 hrs.
4 hrs.
4 hrs.
2.5 hrs.

TALK TIME

7 oz.
4.2 oz.
4.4 oz.
5.7 oz.

WEIGHT

GSM/GPRS
GSM/GPRS
GSM/GPRS
GPRS

NETWORK

2.5 days
8 days
12 days
5 days

STANDBY TIME

48 MB
32 MB
24 MB
16 MB

BUILT-IN MEMORYSPECS
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1 SEAL IT UP
If the manufacturer doesn’t 
offer an underwater housing 
for your digital camera, try
ikelite.com, which offers dozens
of pro-quality cases for just
about any camera at $300 to
$1,400 each. Opt for the lens
hood to shade your LCD; when 
light reflects off the clear casing, 
it can be nearly impossible to
see the screen.

SHOOT CLOSER
Underwater, light bounces off
all the suspended particles and
plankton, creating visual noise,
or “backscatter,” in your image.
Get physically close to your
subject (zoom won’t help) to
minimize the water between it
and the lens, and turn off your
on-board flash.

USE A STROBE TO GO DEEP
The deeper you dive, the bluer
your pictures become because
sunlight loses color as it pene-
trates water. Below around 15
feet, you’ll want an external
strobe flash that attaches via an
arm to your housing. Sea & Sea
(seaandsea.com) sells under-
water strobes starting at $320
and arms for around $150.

GET THE WHITE RIGHT
Set your camera’s white bal-
ance to “daylight” for shallow
water (15 to 30 feet) and
“cloudy” for deeper diving. Or
use one of the several Nikon
Coolpix and Canon PowerShot
cameras that come with
“underwater” presets.

KEEP IT DRY INSIDE
Place your camera in its
housing while inside an air-
conditioned room so that the air
trapped around it will be dry,
preventing condensation later.
And pop a silica-gel pouch in
with your camera to cut down
on lens fog.—KATE ASHFORD

If you’ve ever had the urge to tell the world what you think, now’s the time. The phenomenal rise of
the weblog scene, or “blogosphere” (around 10 million blogs and counting, according to research firm
Perseus Development Corporation), has created perhaps the most vibrant publishing platform ever seen.
A blog differs from a standard Web site in that its central role is to offer a regularly updated and chrono-
logical diary of an individual or topic, with reader comments adding a community flavor. The key is to
write briefly and often—that’s what attracts your audience. I caught the blogging bug five years ago,
inspired by the sudden arrival of easy-to-use software and affordable Web space. I wanted a place
(redferret.net) to keep the quirky stuff I came across in my job as a tech columnist and, like most bloggers,
didn’t really care if anyone outside my circle of friends read it. Now I get 10,000 hits a day. The bad
news: Neither you nor I are likely to get rich doing this. Only a very few sites generate the kind of tar-
geted traffic necessary to make money off advertising, and doing so is more work than you’d want. 

Don’t be put off from starting a blog because you don’t think you have anything worth saying. Sharing
a hobby, chronicling a trip, even keeping family and friends up to date are all valid reasons for a blog.
Indeed, the most personal ones are often the most fun to read [see “4 Fascinating Personal Blogs,” on 
the next page]. The Web is awash with a huge selection of cheap (even free) tools that make blogging 
as easy as typing an e-mail. Turn the page to learn how to join the revolution. >>

5THINGS. . . 
YOU CAN DO TO GET AMAZING
UNDERWATER PHOTOS

POPULARscıence

HACKS, UPGRADES, PROJECTS, GRIPES, TIPS & TRICKS

THOW2.0
INSIDE

TECH: DIY blogging
COST: Free–$12/month
TIME: Five minutes 
and up

DEPT: GEEK GUIDE INVESTIGATOR: NIGEL POWELL

Build Your Own Blog
Why be a read-only member of the blogosphere? 
Use these cheap and easy tools to start your own DABBLER MASTER

http://seaandsea.com
http://redferret.net
http://ikelite.com
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TWO WAYS TO START BLOGGING

DIY BLOGGING
It may not take long to

start craving more control over
your online home—things such
as a personal Web address,
faster hosting and total com-
mand over the design and
delivery of your precious con-
tent. That means a move from
package to DIY, and an adven-
turous attitude. It helps if you
learn basic HTML and Internet
tricks such as file uploading
before braving these depths,
but after a few weeks of trial
and error, you’ll be a pro. 
(A good place to start is
freewebmasterhelp.com.)
Here’s what you’ll need:

BLOG-IN-A-BOX
The easiest way to get

started is with one of the free
all-in-one services such as
LiveJournal (livejournal.com) or
Blogger (blogger.com) where
you can register, select a ready-
made design template, and be
publishing within minutes. Mod-
Blog (modblog.com) goes one
step further and lets you quickly

» CONTENT SOFTWARE
Why you need it: Blog-

ging software provides a
customizable and intuitive
method of entering text and
images without having to
hand-code everything in HTML.  
Watch out for: Make sure that
the software you choose has a
simple installation routine or
can be “one-click” installed in
your hosting service’s adminis-
trator area. You don’t want to
spend a year figuring out how
to get started. Pick a program
that offers industry-standard
features such as RSS feeds,
which alert readers when
you’ve published new material. 
Click here: Try MovableType
(movabletype.org),
Textpattern (textpattern.com)
or my favorite, WordPress
(wordpress.org). 

» A WEB HOST 
Why you need it: When

you publish, or upload, data and
images to your site, you’re send-
ing it to your Web host, which
houses your site on a server
designed to handle lots of traffic. 
Watch out for: Services that offer
“unlimited” anything, or deals for
99 cents a month, or that are
only a few weeks old. Also pay
attention to a host’s technical sup-
port and operational reliability
(usually referred to as “uptime”). 
Click here: P4host.com offers 
$4-a-month hosting with basic 
e-mail support. For $12 a month,
textdrive.com has 24-hour phone
support with actual humans.

» A DOMAIN NAME
Why you need it: A real

Web address—yoursite.com—
is easy to remember, shows that
you are serious about your site,
and is easy to move to a new
host. There are thousands of
domain-name suppliers, but I
suggest buying your name from
your hosting service to ease
maintenance and setup and to
give a single point of contact 
for support. 
Watch out for: Hosting compa-
nies that register the domain in
their name and not yours, “for
admin purposes.” Translation:
You don’t own the rights, so
moving it to a better host could
be difficult or even impossible.
Click here: Planetdomain.com is
a trustworthy supplier ($13 a
year for a .com) with a good
range of services and tools.  

2

1

4 Fascinating Personal Blogs ][

set up a full-featured site, com-
plete with a photo gallery, chat
rooms, forums and a host of
other cool features.

These free, packaged solu-
tions are a perfect way to dip
your toe into the cyberwaters
with the minimum of hassle. They
also provide excellent community
spirit as you learn the ropes, with
help forums that really help. The

downside is that you are forced
to work within certain con-
straints. For example, if you
want to set up private mailing
lists to communicate with your
readers, heavily customize the
design, or allow file download-
ing or uploading, look else-
where. The deal is simple: You
fit into their box, or you go off
and build your own.

www.carniola.org
Expat blogs are common, but this one on daily life in Slovenia
by ex–New Yorker Michael Manske is particularly captivating.
trixieupdate.com
One father’s hilariously data-intensive account of fatherhood, it
includes a real-time telemetry of his daughter’s diaper changes. 
snowsuit.net
This Detroit photographer takes close-up portraits of regular
people and posts a new one every day.
tastingmenu.com
The author of this frequently updated foodie blog believes
appetizers are the ultimate cuisine. Great recipe links, too.

http://freewebmasterhelp.com
http://modblog.com
http://wordpress.org
http://www.carniola.org
http://snowsuit.net
http://tastingmenu.com
http://blogger.com
http://livejournal.com
http://P4host.com
http://Planetdomain.com
http://textpattern.com
http://movabletype.org
http://textdrive.com
http://trixieupdate.com
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TECH: Cassette-motor
racers
COST: $125
TIME: Four weeks

DEPT: YOU BUILT WHAT ?!       INVESTIGATOR: ETHAN TODRAS-WHITEHILL

Fast Forward
Contestants in Germany’s Recorder Race call on
old cassette Walkmans to power their wheels PRACTICAL POPCORN

Sure, the latest iPod might hold a million songs and play for 60 days,
but before ditching their cassette players for one, Anne Bergner and
Axel Schmid first want to know: How fast can it cover 49 feet?

A couple years ago, while tinkering with an old Walkman, the
Munich designers discovered that the cassette-player motor was ideal
for driving a miniature car. The gears started churning, and after a few
calls and e-mails to fellow tape buffs, the Recorder Race was born. On
July 12, 2003, 180 people gathered in an old sports-club gym in
Munich to watch 23 tape-player-powered vehicles compete for the title of “Record Champion.” Race-
car builders included designers, engineers, DJs, musicians, students—the sort who would still know
where their Walkmans were buried. The organizers awarded only half of a racer’s total score based
on speed (achieved in most cases with a light chassis and low-friction force transfer); the other half
comes from the car’s grandezza—a word that translates loosely from the Italian as “panache”—as
judged by an international panel of design luminaries.

In December 2004, 230 folks returned to Munich for the second annual event. Among the new-
comers were Nicolas Henn and Oliver Jandousek, college students from the town of Aachen. Their
car, the MediaGenerations-Racer [illustrated below], was crowned Record Champion 2004 for its
zippy 6.05-second completion of the 49-foot drag (40 seconds ahead of the slowest entrant)—and
the undeniable grandezza of representing three generations of music in the vehicle’s design. Parts
from records, tapes and CDs make the MG-Racer go; Batmobile-style fins from German techno LPs
and a turntable arm as the dragster’s nose (from Henn’s other life as a DJ) make it sing.

HOW THE MG-RACER KILLED
THE COMPETITION

1) Twenty-year-old SANWA tape
player, powered by four 1.5-
volt alkaline batteries. The “play”
button engages the 7,000rpm
motor, which attaches to a drive
belt through a hole in the casing.

2) The drive belt turns the single
LEGO Technic gear glued to a
rear axle. Henn and Jandousek
concluded that (a) one simple
gear runs with the least friction
and (b) LEGO, like the Walk-
man, still rules.

3) Gear turns a carbon axle
(from a hobby shop), which
rotates in two stainless-steel
ball bearings set in the LP fins.
The axles are glued with epoxy
resin to blank CDs, which serve
as the rear wheels.

4) Though unpowered, the front
wheel of the rear-wheel-drive
MediaGenerations-Racer is
important for both speed (it
rotates on another carbon axle
and set of steel bearings) and
style (it’s a cassette-tape reel).

The next Recorder Race will be in Munich in September, so you
still have time to build your racer. See recorderrace.org for
details and the rules (for example, no pets as drivers).

Want to Race? ][
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SANWA tape player

Cassette-reel front wheel

Vinyl LP fins

Blank CD wheels

Carbon axle

Drive belt

LEGO Technic gear

7,000rpm motor
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If your Treo 650 can connect to the Internet, and your laptop can connect
to your Treo 650 via Bluetooth, shouldn’t you be able to get online with
your laptop, anywhere you get a cell signal, using your Treo as the conduit?

In fact, you can. The function is called dial-up networking (DUN), and
your Treo has it. You just can’t see it. Instead, when you click on your
phone’s Bluetooth screen, you get the screen at right, without DUN. Why?
Sprint says it’s because PalmOne, the Treo’s manufacturer, did not have the
correct DUN drivers when the Treo launched. Cingular says the same thing.

But Matthew Fogle, a telecom IT worker and hacker who goes by the
name Shadowmite, doesn’t believe them. That’s because he pulled apart the Bluetooth system file inside
the Treo and found that the DUN option was there; it was simply programmed not to show up. So he
modified the file and surprised the frustrated Treo community by posting it on a treocentral.com forum.

Fogle says he’ll pull the instructions and hacked files from his site (shadowmite.com) if the carriers ask
him to, but a Sprint spokesperson says that although it’s not supported, enabling DUN with the hack will
not violate your terms of service. Check out the instructions below, and start dialing in.
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We hacked a Sprint Treo 650, but Fogle has 
a modified Bluetooth file for hacking Cingular
and unlocked GSM models as well
1. Download a free program called FileZ from
nosleep.net and install it on your Treo.
2. Download the patched BtManager.prc file from
shadowmite.com and copy it to an SD card.
3. Remove the battery cover on your Treo and hit
the reset button to do a soft reset.
4. Insert the SD card into the Treo and open FileZ.
Navigate to the patched BtManager.prc file, choose
“Copy” and select “Internal” as the destination.
5. Do another soft reset, turn on Bluetooth, and you
should see the screen [left] with DUN enabled.
6. To dial up, turn on your laptop’s Bluetooth, “dis-
cover” the Treo, and create a dial-up profile with
“[your Sprint Vision username]@sprintpcs.com” in
the username field, your Vision password in the
password field and #777 as the phone number.
(This is for Sprint; see shadowmite.com for other
carriers.) Note that while connected you will be
using voice minutes as well as your data plan, so
be careful if you don’t have unlimited data usage.

ANOTHER 4 WAYS TO GET MORE FROM YOUR TREO| Instructions at shadowmite.com

HOW2.0|VOID YOUR WARRANTY
T

EPISODE 10: MUSIC
SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE
TUESDAY 10 AM Connect
the Zen to my PC and start
installing the player’s soft-
ware. This should be quick.

10:05 AM Wrong. These
programs have their own
language. Would I like to
“update particulars”? Huh?
10:32 AM Sign up for Nap-
ster To Go. The service says
the Zen is not compatible.
Napster’s site says it is.
3 PM Call Creative support.
I think the technician thinks
I’m stupid. He has a cold.
3:05 PM Tech tells me not to
bother trying to set up Nap-
ster. I take it as a challenge.
6:30 PM Ha! Success! Sort
of. Napster To Go is work-
ing, the Zen’s five gigabytes
are full of music, but my PC
no longer has sound.
THURSDAY 1 PM Napster’s
selection is unbelievable.
With the flat fee, I have no
qualms about trying, even,
say, Ashlee Simpson . . .
just to see what the fuss is
about. Warming to the Zen.
SATURDAY 3 PM My PC is
still mute, but I’m a Napster
convert.—GREGORY MONE

THE 
LUDDITE
Diary of a Tech
Resister’s Temptation

TECH: Treo dial-up 
networking
COST: Free
TIME: 10 minutes

DEPT: VOID YOUR WARRANTY INVESTIGATOR: MIKE HANEY

Dial-Up Internet Anywhere
Use your Treo 650 to connect your laptop to the
Internet, even if the carriers say it can’t be done DABBLER MASTER

GETTING DUN DONE

Add Wi-Fi to your Treo by installing a modified driver for PalmOne’s SD Wi-Fi card, which, strangely, is 
designed to work with Tungsten PDAs but not the Treo. Fogle cautions that this hack is still pretty buggy.

Install custom ROMs, which determine the default application set and functions on your Treo, so you could, for
example, remove RealPlayer and enable DUN in one move.

Switch to Verizon. This hack is pretty complex, but you can make a Sprint Treo 650 work on Verizon’s network.

Change start-up and end screens. See shadowmite.com for custom graphics.

NAPSTER TO GO
$15/month; napster.com
CREATIVE ZEN 
MICRO 5GB
$250; creative.com
LUDDITE LIKES: Guiltless
unlimited downloading
BARRIER TO ENTRY:
Setup; touchy controls
VERDICT: Subscribing
sure beats buying songs

http://nosleep.net
http://shadowmite.com
http://shadowmite.com
http://shadowmite.com
http://creative.com
http://shadowmite.com
http://napster.com
http://shadowmite.com
http://treocentral.com


Shooting compelling combat video for the news means wading waist-deep
into the action. And though undeniably dangerous, this part of the job was often less
difficult than the task of transmitting my footage back to NBC for broadcast. My print
colleagues could submit their tiny text files in the field using slow satellite phones, while
I had to wait till I could get to a fast connection to send back my huge video files.

That all changed recently when Hughes Network Systems introduced the Inmarsat
Regional Broadband Global Area Network satellite modem, or RBGAN for short—a
three-pound, weatherproof satellite modem the size of a notebook computer. It allows
users to send and receive information (including com-
pressed video) at 144 kilobytes per second over a foot-
print of 99 countries, including some in Africa, the
Middle East and Asia.

Last November, the RBGAN became my only video-
transmission source while covering the offensive to retake Fallujah. On the first day, I recorded a fierce battle as U.S. Marines tried to fight
their way out of a treacherous kill zone, boxed in by snipers on the east and west. The Marines took casualties but secured the area by
nightfall. With just a few hours to send the footage in time for the Nightly News with Brian Williams, I crawled under my sleeping bag (my
makeshift studio) and used my Apple Powerbook G4 to cut a 20-minute highlight reel and compress it into a QuickTime movie. Then I con-
nected to the RBGAN and clicked “Send.” Two and a half hours later, the video file was on an NBC server in Secaucus, New Jersey. That
night, American viewers thousands of miles away watched a street-by-street fight through Fallujah that had happened only a few hours ear-
lier. Before the RBGAN, it would have taken at least another day to get it on air.

TECH: Satellite modem
COST: $500; inmarsat.com
LOCATION: Fallujah, Iraq
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BY KEVIN SITES, FREELANCE WAR CORRESPONDENT FOR NBC’S NIGHTLY NEWS

FROM THE FRONTIER High-tech solutions in far-out places

Sites (seen in the rearview
mirror) capturing footage of

the battle in Fallujah for
NBC’s Nightly News

Sites (seen in the rearview
mirror) capturing footage of

the battle in Fallujah for
NBC’s Nightly News

http://www.inmarsat.com


A: As my mama once told me, there’s no such thing as a completely
free iPod. But in this case, she may have been wrong.

Many of the sites in question—FreeiPods.com, FreePSPs.com,
FreeDesktopPCs.com, FreeFlatScreens.com—come from one company,
Gratis Network, which has earned a reputation as being fairly legit by
actually giving away thousands of free items. So what’s the catch? In
order to receive your item, you have to sign up for one of several market-
ing offers on the site, such as applying for a credit card or joining a CD
club. Some of the offers cost nothing up front; you just have to remember
to cancel before the trial period is up (which, depending on the company,
is not always an easy task). The hoops don’t end there: You’ll have to 
convince a number of friends or family members to also sign up for one
of the marketing offers. The more expensive the item, the more people
you’ll need. Gratis makes its money off commissions for these referrals.

To avoid hassling friends, a number of people have found creative
ways to scare up the necessary referrals. Many post requests on their
blogs, while others go to so-called conga lines—sites where strangers
help one another out. (These sites are constantly coming and going, so
just Google “conga line.”) Beware that whatever e-mail address you use
to sign up for the offer is going to get spammed like crazy, so create a
separate account and close it down once your freebie arrives. 

ASK A GEEK SREE SREENIVASAN

TECH SUPPORT
HEY, READERS: Contribute to this page by sending your favorite tips, 
gear suggestions, and questions for the Geek Chorus to h20@time4.com.

Q:Are those Web sites 
offering free iPods legit?

SREE SREENIVASAN is a professor of new media at Columbia University and an
avid collector of useful links and Web tips, maintained at his site, sree.net. See more examples of things broken at thisisbroken.com.

THE LATEST DVD COPY-PROTECTION TECHNIQUE: 
UTTER CONFUSION.

Jewelers employ ultrasonic cleaners to degunk precious stones
and jewelry, but pro devices often cost $250 or more. The
GemOro Sparkle Spa uses the same tech as the trade tools, for
only $50. Plunk cufflinks, rings, watchbands or any other once-
shiny item into its steel tank, and add water and cleaning solu-
tion. Then press a button to generate the 42-kilohertz sound
waves that polish the grime particles away. Three minutes later,
with almost no work on your part, your bling is reborn.
—Xeni Jardin, co-editor of the blog boingboing.net

THE TIP SHEET
GOOGLE BY TEXT

Google’s new text-message service lets you get all
kinds of information—local movie times, Froogle price
comparisons, business addresses—sent directly to 
your phone by sending a text message to 46645
(“GOOGL”). See google.com/sms to download a 
wallet-size instruction card.—Phillip Torrone, Seattle

BETTER ONLINE BACKUP
Your recent story on backup solutions [Geek Guide,
March] left out one very useful new alternative:
datadepositbox.com, an online service that watches
folders on your PC and automatically backs up files
whenever they change. It costs only 1 cent per mega-
byte per month.—Tom Nilsen, Seattle

YOUR GEAR

THIS IS BROKENT

T

HOW2.0
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AH, FRIDAY NIGHTS PARKED IN FRONT
of the tube: salty snacks, fake blood,
mathematics. Indeed, the CBS crime
drama Numb3rs has finally brought
math into prime time, as the mathemati-
cian Charlie Eppes (played by David
Krumholtz) helps his FBI-agent brother
(Rob Morrow) track down outlaws by
detecting patterns in criminal behavior.
In recent episodes, the duo also localized
a deadly virus and uncovered sinister
engineering flaws. And unlike most 
Hollywood props, Charlie’s equations
may actually work off the set.

“A lot of people have the idea that
because it’s a network TV show, of
course the math will be phony,” says
Nick Falacci, who created the show,
which premiered in January, with his
wife, Cheryl Heuton.

But any grumbling has quickly abated,
thanks in part to the efforts of Gary Lor-
den, chair of the mathematics depart-

ment at Caltech. Not only do Lorden
and his colleagues advise the show’s
writers, they literally write the onscreen
equations. To make sure that the main
character didn’t appear to falter with
symbols, graduate student David Gryn-
kiewicz’s hand once doubled as Char-
lie’s as he scribbled on a blackboard.

Lorden also checks scripts to guard
against implausible plots, such as those
that would require the mangling of
major theorems. Numb3rs occasionally
pushes the limits of credibility, particu-
larly in the range of mathematical spe-
cialties that the show’s protagonist has
mastered. But, Heuton notes, “in the
real world, math is doing even more
incredible things than we’re doing,”
cracking more cases in life than it has
so far on television.

Many of the show’s stories come
straight from the news. For example, re-
cently an analyst in Maryland chewed

FYI
FACTS, ANSWERS, ODDITIES & ENTERTAINMENTS FOR A MONTH OF SCIENCE

POPULARscıence T

[CALCULUS OF CRIME]

Surprise! TV Gets the Math Right

MATHEMATICALLY
INCLINED A math 

guru and an FBI agent
fight crime on the 

TV drama Numb3rs.

MATHEMATICALLY
INCLINED A math 

guru and an FBI agent
fight crime on the 

TV drama Numb3rs.

http://www.gorillaglue.com
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through the locations a serial bank 
robber had hit in order to predict his
future targets; cops arrested the crook
while he was casing his next job. On the
show, Charlie helps the FBI track a thief
in the same way, with the requisite dra-
matic twist (someone gets shot). And in
the pilot episode, Charlie traces the home
of a serial rapist based on the locations
of his attacks. Kim Rossmo, a real-life
mathematician-detective, developed this
very equation, which solved a Louisiana
rape case in 1998. Rossmo watched that
episode, which includes a scene that
compares scattered crimes with droplets
sprayed by a lawn sprinkler—a meta-
phor he used in our April 2003 profile of
him. “I can say with 99 percent confi-
dence,” he notes, “that the POPULAR

SCIENCE article is where the TV writer
got the information.”—LAUREN AARONSON

Primate 
Pay-Per-View
THOSE WHO BELIEVE THAT THE 25-CENT
peep show is restricted solely to humans,
guess again. A January study at Duke
University Medical Center revealed that
male rhesus macaque monkeys will
“pay” to gaze at images of female mon-
key posteriors. The animals gave up
quantities of fruit juice for prolonged
views of either female hindquarters or
the faces of high-ranking males in their
society. Scientists say that this behavior
may yield clues to why men ogle and
women read People, and could lead to 
a better grasp of autism in humans.

Four male monkeys were allowed to
choose between receiving large juice
samples and receiving smaller samples
accompanied by digital images. By
measuring how much juice the subjects
were willing to forgo, scientists could
determine the value of each image—
highest for female rear ends and lowest
for low-ranking male faces.

But that doesn’t mean you can use
evolution as an excuse for gawking at
girlie pics; the monkeys’ reactions aren’t
necessarily pornographic, scientists say.
Rather, the males may be gauging the
reproductive potential of their peers.

POPULAR SCIENCE MAY 2005 107

[MONKEY BUSINESS]

“We think the males are trying to keep
track of each stage in a female’s cycle
and her receptivity for mating,” says
Michael Platt, the study’s co-author.

The payment for images of dominant
males surprised Platt, especially because
the monkeys wouldn’t look directly at
the pictures for longer than a few sec-
onds. In the animal kingdom, a sustained
stare can insinuate a challenge, but Platt
sees a human connection too. “It’s tradi-
tion in hierarchical societies with a dom-
inant authority—an emperor, for exam-
ple,” he says. “You lower your eyes in 
his presence, but when you get a chance
you’re going to peek. You just don’t
want to get caught.”

The connection with autism, a condi-
tion that affects nearly 1.5 million
Americans, is based on understanding
primates’ decision-making processes. 
People with autism lack the motivation
to look at other individuals and don’t
pick up on signals such as eye contact,
facial expressions and gestures, making
normal social interaction difficult.

By studying the monkeys’ brain waves
during this experiment, Platt and his col-
leagues hope to identify neural circuits
responsible for socially appropriate inter-
action. To help autism sufferers integrate
more smoothly into social situations, “we
might be able to develop treatments that
enhance the motivational value of look-
ing at others,” Platt says.

If nothing else, the study might ex-
plain humankind’s fascination with high-
ranking members of our own society.
Why else would we plunk down hard-
earned cash for lad mags and macho
action thrillers packed full of muscular,
good-looking guys, or flock to the news-
stands for the latest paparazzi photos of
the rich and famous?—AMANDA MACMILLAN

HERE’S LOOKING AT YOU, KID Male rhesus
monkeys will “pay” to gaze at females’ rumps.
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Black Projects, 
Dark Skies, Aliens
and Barbeque
TEXAS STAR PARTY, May 1–8
Those yearning for dark skies and the
camaraderie of star enthusiasts might
wish to make the trek to the 27th 
annual Texas Star Party. The event 
features a week of galaxy-gazing and 
plenary lectures. This year’s speakers
include Robert T. Mitchell, the project
manager of the Cassini mission, and
Stephanie McLaughlin, a project coor-
dinator for NASA’s Deep Impact mis-
sion. The Star Party has a strict “no
lights” policy from sundown to sunup.
Maybe we’re weird, but we think that
high desert nights with naught but the
stars and several hundred tricked-out
telescopes is a pretty awesome way 
to spend a week. Find more informa-
tion at texasstarparty.org.

AREA 51 BIRTHDAY BASH, May 27–29
Happy 50th birthday, Area 51! Long 
regarded as a land of covert testing and
aliens, Area 51 (a.k.a. the Groom Lake
Facility) was founded in May 1955, and
the conspiracy theorists haven’t been
quiet about it since. Although it’s a test-

ing facility for classified, or “black,”
aerospace projects—graduates include
the SR-71 and the F-117 stealth fighter
—most visitors these days go for the
thrill of being chased by the security
guards, the so-called Camo Guys. On
Memorial Day weekend, Area 51 en-
thusiasts will gather for barbeque,
camping and impromptu talks about
the site and its checkered history. See
dreamlandresort.com.—MARTHA HARBISON

[SCIENCE TRAVEL GUIDE]

E.T.’s ROUTE 66 Nevada State Highway 375 
runs right past alien-lore epicenter Area 51.

T
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noticed that there didn’t seem to be any-
thing stopping teams from submitting
their own token, so Bacon tried it. The
game is, after all, about hacking. Cheating
is encouraged. The organizer congratu-
lates them, then heads back to fix the flaw.

But by now, other teams are scoring.
Pretty soon one called Sk3wl of Root
overtakes Bacon for the lead. (Sk3wl
means “school” in hacker lingo, and root
access to a Unix computer will let you
do anything; the team is made up of
graduate students in cybersecurity at
the Naval Postgraduate School.) Later,
Viega gets up to stretch his legs and
heads over to the Sk3wl of Root table to
say hello. For many, the Con provides a
chance to get together with friends you
usually encounter only in cyberspace.

Thanks to the insane hours he’s been
pulling at his start-up, combined with the
demands of a young family,Viega arrived
in Vegas with a major case of stress.
Somehow, staying up all night hacking
appears to be an effective antidote; as the
game progresses, he becomes more and

more relaxed, and he settles in. Two other
players seem as stuck to their chairs as
Viega, but others duck out to sample the
pool party or catch a nap.

Just before 2 a.m.,Viega complains that
some of Bacon’s services aren’t locked
down. Unlike some teams, which have a
clear leader and delineation of duties,
Bacon is just a group of smart friends
who got together for the qualifying round
and then gathered again in Vegas. They
each take on tasks as they think of them,
and most players are more interested in
attacking than defending. Of course, there
are risks to this kind of ad hoc strategy,
and about an hour after Viega’s comment,
the non-locked-down nature of Bacon’s
system is confirmed. “We’re owned,”
Viega groans. “The title of the PHP inter-
face reads ‘Sk3wled by Root.’ ”

BEING “OWNED”—WHEN AN OUT-
sider takes control of a system—is prob-
ably what most people think of when
they think of hacking. PHP is a scripting
language used to generate Web pages,
and in this case, Sk3wl of Root has used

it to leave a note letting Bacon know
who’s in charge. But hacking can be a
stealth activity as well; it’s often in an
attacker’s interest not to get caught.

Many of the applications the teams
must run are services. Most of us use
such services every day without think-
ing—programs that allow us to access e-
mail and other information held on some
remote computer. If they are compro-
mised, the consequences can be serious.

Most businesses don’t publicize their
security problems, so it’s difficult to find
out how pervasive they are. But accord-
ing to a survey of businesses done last
year by the U.S. Secret Service, CSO mag-
azine, and the government-funded secu-
rity center CERT at Carnegie Mellon
University, 125 of 500 respondents
admitted that their companies had suf-
fered financial loss because of e-crimes.
A separate report published by CERT
confirmed what hackers have known for
years, that “vendors continue to produce
software with vulnerabilities, including
vulnerabilities where prevention is well
understood.” Thousands of weaknesses

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 74)
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are discovered in major software prod-
ucts every year, many of them by the
people who come to Def Con.

Capture the Flag serves as something
of a laboratory—both at Def Con and,
increasingly, elsewhere. One of the first
times it was played here in Vegas, an NSA
employee told Jeff Moss that the agency
planned to use the game internally. Today,
versions of Capture the Flag are used in
government and academia for training.
“With security, the devil is so much in the
details,” explains Giovanni Vigna, a pro-
fessor at the University of California at
Santa Barbara who uses a version of the
game for one of his final exams. “Until
you do it, you don’t really know it.”

CLASSROOM GAMING EXPERIENCE
and tighter leadership may help explain
why the two teams assembled around
graduate programs have managed to take
the lead in this year’s game. By 9 a.m.,
Bacon has dropped to fourth place. Still,
the players maintain an almost scary
focus, and two hours later there’s still no
sign of breakfast, never mind lunch. The
team manages a couple scores over the
next few hours—but not enough to catch
up. Sk3wl of Root and a team called
Enemy Combatants battle it out for the
title. By afternoon, it’s clear that winning
is out of the question for Viega and his
team. But they aren’t going down quietly.

Martin Murray, a 21-year-old and one
of the few Bacon players with a Win-
dows laptop, walks casually across the
room and jumps over the table separat-
ing the scoring tower from the main
floor. In plain view of anyone bothering
to look, he walks over to the projector,
unplugs it from the scoring system, and
plugs his laptop in.

Suddenly the scores disappear and
are replaced by an unhappy shade of
blue familiar to any Windows user. On
the screen is what looks like a long
error message, but close to the top you
can easily see the words “Bacon . . .
Owns . . . Ghetto.”

There’s loud cheering from the floor.
A voice comes over the speaker system:
“FYI, if anyone saw what just happened,
someone owned the projector connec-
tion, that’s all.” The scores come back up,
showing Sk3wl of Root with a lead that
will last all the way to the finish line. For
Bacon, the game is over. ■

Robin Mejia is a freelance writer in
Santa Cruz, California.

http://www.barewalls.com
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senting opinions that in years past might
have remained unspoken. As for the
engineers and technicians on the shop
floor, they remain as committed as ever.

“We work so hard to make the vehicle
safe,” says Becky Thompson, project engi-
neer for the external tank and solid 
rocket boosters. Thompson is what old-
timers call a space cadet—the daughter
of a NASA lifer, she joined the agency as
a college intern. “I was in high school
[when Challenger exploded]. My dad 
didn’t come home until late that night. I’ll
always remember it. That was one of the
first times I saw him cry.” She chokes up.
“Sorry. I never thought I’d have to go
through that myself. My dad called me
when Columbia was lost and said, ‘I
know what you’re going through.’” She
wipes her eyes. “We know the astronauts.
We know their families. If you work on
this program, you’re personally attached
to the shuttle.”

FIVE PRISTINE T-38 AIRPLANES IN BLUE-AND-
white NASA colors are parked wingtip-
to-wingtip at Kennedy Space Center. The
seven Discovery astronauts march onto
the tarmac in identical blue flight suits
and pose for reporters who have been
bused in for a press conference. The
scene evokes the famous image of the
Mercury 7 in matching silver suits at the
dawn of the space age. But how times
have changed. Two of Discovery’s astro-
nauts are women. Three hold doctorates;
the other four have master’s degrees. One
is Japanese. Another is from Australia.
None is a war hero. They’re professionals
performing a mission, not national icons
on a mission. And the main reason the
country is paying attention to them is the
frisson of excitement that comes with the
possibility of catastrophe.

Therein lies a catch-22. NASA billed
the shuttle as the wonder vehicle that
was going to make spaceflight routine.
So when things go right, nobody notices.
But when things go wrong, the public
feels betrayed. Well, for better or worse,
shuttle flights aren’t routine. Never were,
never will be. But that’s not to say they’re
not worth making, and Collins is eager to
write the next chapter in the shuttle
story. “If it wasn’t safe, I wouldn’t get on
it,” she says into the mike. “It’s time for
us to go fly.” ■

Preston Lerner is a POPULAR SCIENCE

contributing editor. 

But with such protocols comes a hier-
archy that almost inevitably squelches
dissent. Perhaps the most disquieting
charge in the CAIB report was the allega-
tion that the technical glitch that downed
Columbia was merely the tip of the ice-
berg: “In the Board’s view, NASA’s orga-
nizational culture and structure had as
much to do with this accident as the
External Tank Foam.” In response, the
agency hired Behavioral Science Tech-
nology, Inc., to help it reinvent its culture.
NASA managers say they now seek dis-

my box, make a quick fix, and put it back
in.’ Oh, no, no, no, no, no,” says Stephanie
Stilson, Discovery’s dynamic vehicle man-
ager. “We’re going to make sure we’re
pulling out the right box. We’re going to
make sure we’re using the right tools.
We’re going to make sure the tools are
certified and have not gone out of cali-
bration. We’re going to make sure the
tech is certified to do the work. We’ve got
procedures as big as loose-leaf binders—
multiple binders—just to do one task.”

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 69)
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BORED? POP IN
A VIDEO DISC
Disney movies and Laurel & Hardy films may
soon be available on records that play through
the television, we wrote. Players were devel-
oped to read the large discs—the precursor to
the DVD—but quickly lost ground to the VCR.

OLD-SCHOOL ONBOARD
NAVIGATION SYSTEMS
Long before GPS could save misguided
motorists, “programmed driving” was being 
tested in Munich, Germany. Underground wires
and curbside computers sent real-time road 
conditions to a car’s receiver, which displayed
when and where to turn to reach a given 
destination. At $2 million per city to install,
however, the technology never took off.

DISPOSABLE CARDS:
KEY TO HOTEL SAFETY
Checking out? Thanks to ADT Security’s new
electronically encoded plastic cards, hotel
guests could leave their rooms and literally
throw away the key. Traditional metal keys
have since virtually disappeared in hotels.
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Optimism over the Shuttle 
Thirty years ago, the space shuttle was a bright vision of cheap, 
safe human spaceflight. Today, the aging craft’s time is just about up
It was a rocket, a spaceship and a plane all in one. NASA’s proposed reusable shuttle 
was our future “railroad into space,” we wrote. The three-piece vehicle would host weather,
medical and military experiments, NASA said, as well as transport and maintain un-
manned probes. We outlined plans that called for a 12-year program, beginning in 1979
and averaging one flight a week, that would “drastically reduce the cost of space opera-
tions” to $10 million per flight. But from the first launch—two years late, in 1981—flights
never exceeded nine per year or cost less than $400 million each. Although the shuttles have
completed more than 100 missions (some of the more recent have involved servicing the
Hubble telescope and the International Space Station), two of the five crafts—and their crews
—have met tragic ends. Still, the program lives on; on page 62, POPSCi examines NASA’s
preparations for the first launch since the 2003 Columbia disaster.—AMANDA MACMILLAN
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